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I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE OBJECT of this paper is to review recent developmentsin speech recognition.The Advanced Research
Projects Agency’s support of speech understanding research has led to a significantly increased level of activity in
this area since 1971. Several connected speech recognition
systems have been developed and demonstrated. The role and
Manuscript received September 1, 1975; revised November 19, 1975.
This work was supported in part by the Advanced Research Projects
Agency and in part by the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.
Theauthor is with theComputer Science Department, CarnegieMeUon University, Pittsburgh, PA 152 13.

and a few hundredwords of vocabulary for single trained
speakers in controlled environments, but we are very far from
being able to handle relatively unrestricted dialogs from a large
population of speakers in uncontrolledenvironments. Many
more years of intensive research seemnecessary to achieve
such a goal.
Sources of Information: The primary sources of information in this area are the IEEETransactions on Acoustics,
Speech, and Signal Processing (pertinent special issues: vol. 21,
June 1973; vol. 23, Feb. 1975) and the Journul of the Acoustical Society of America (in particular, Semiannual Conference
AbstractswhichappearwithJanuary
and July issues each
year;recentlythey
have been appearing as spring and fall
supplements). Other relevant journals are IEEETransactions
(Computer;InformationTheory;
and Systems, Man,
and
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Cybernetics), Communications of ACM, International Journal
of Man-Machine Studies,ArtificialIntelligence,
and Pattern
Recognition.
The books by Flanagan (441, Fant [40], and Lehiste [ 841
provide extensive coverage of speech, acoustics, and phonetics,
andformthe
necessary backgroundforspeechrecognition
research. Collections of papers, in the books edited by David
andDenes [ 251, Lehiste [83], Reddy [ 121 1, and WathenDunn [ 1581, and in conference proceedings edited by Erman
[341 and Fant [41I , provide a rich sourceof relevant material.
The articles by Lindgren [ 881, Hyde [ 661,Fant
[39],
Zagoruiko [1711, Derkach [271, Hill [631, and Otten [113]
cover the research progress in speech recognition priorto 1970
and proposals for the future. The
papers by Klatt [74] and
Wolf [ 1631 provide other points of view of recent advances.
Other useful sources of information are research reports published by various research groups active in this area (and can be
obtained by writing to oneof the principal researchers given in
parentheses): Bell TelephoneLaboratories(Denes, Flanagan,
Fujimura, Rabiner); Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc. (Makhoul,
Wolf, Woods);Carnegie-MellonUniversity
(Erman, Newell,
Reddy); Department of Speech Communication, KTH, Stockholm (Fant); Haskins Laboratories(Cooper,
Mermelstein);
IBM Research Laboratories (Bahl, Dixon, Jelinek); M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratories(Forgie, Weinstein);Research Laboratory
of Electronics, M.I.T. (Klatt);Stanford
Research Institute
(Walker); Speech
Communication
Research Laboratory
(Broad, Markel, Shoup);System Development Corporation
(Barnett, Ritea); S p e w Univac (Lea, Medress); University of
California,Berkeley(O’Malley);
Xerox Palo Alto Research
Center (White); and Threshold Technology (Martin). In addition there are several groups in Japan and Europe who publish
reports in national languages and English. Complete addresses
for most of thesegroups can beobtainedby
referring to
author addresses in the IEEETrans. Acoust., Speech, Signal
Processing, June 1973 and Feb. 1975. For background and introductory information on various aspects of speech recognition we recommend the tutorial-review papers on “Speech
understanding systems” by Newell, “Parametricrepresentations of Speech” by Schafer and Rabiner, “Linear prediction
in automatic speech recognition” by Makhoul, “Concepts for
Acoustic-Phonetic recognition” by Broad andShoup,“Syntax, Semantics and Speech” by Woods, and “System organizationfor speechunderstanding” by Reddy and Erman, all
appearing in Speech Recognition: Invited Papers of the IEEE
Symposium [ 121 ].
Scope of the Paper: This paper is intended as a review and
not as an exhaustive survey of all research in speech recognition. It is hoped that, upon reading this paper, the reader will
know what aspeechrecognitionsystem
consists of, what
asmakesspeech recognition a difficultproblem,andwhat
pects of the problem remain unsolved. To this endwe will
study the structure and performance of some typical systems,
component subsystems that are needed, and system organization that permits effective interaction and use of the components. We do not attempt to give detailed descriptions of systems or mathematical formulations, as these are available in
published literature. Rather, we will mainly present distinctive
and novel features of selected systemsandtheir
relative
advantages.
Many of the comments of an editorial nature that appear in
this paper represent one point of view and are not n e c d y
shared by all the researchers in the field. Two other papers
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appearing in this issue, Jelinek’s on statistical approaches and
Martin’s on applications, augment and complement this paper.
Papers by Flanagan and others, also appearing in this issue,
lookatthetotalproblem
ofman-machine communication
by voice.
A . The Nature of the Speech Recognition Problem
The main goal of this area of research is to develop techniques and systems for speech input to machhes. In earlier
attempts,it was hoped that learninghow to buildsimple
recognitionsystems wouldlead
inanatural
way to more
sophisticatedsystems. Systemswere built in the 1950’s for
vowel recognition and digit recognition, producing creditable
performance. But thesetechniquesand results could not be
extended and extrapolatedtoward larger andmore sophisticated systems. This had led t o the appreciation that linguktic
and contextual cues must be brought t o bear on the recognition strategy if we are to achieve significant progress. The
many dimensions that affect the feasibility and performance
of aspeechrecognitionsystem
are clearly stated in Newell
[108].
Fig. 1 characterizes several different types of speech recognition systems orderedaccording to theirintrinsicdifficulty.
There are already several commercially available isolated word
recognition systems today. A few research systems have been
developed for restrictedconnectedspeechrecognition
and
speech understanding. There is hope among some researchers
that, in the not too distant future, we may be able to develop
interactivesystemsfortakingdictation
using arestricted
vocabulary.Unlimited
vocabularyspeechunderstandingand
connected speech recognition systems seem feasible to some,
but are likely to require many years of directedresearch.
The main featurethat is used to characterize the complexity of a speech recognition task is whether the speech is
connected or isspokenone
word at atime. In connected
speech, it is difficult to determine where one word ends and
another begins, and the characteristicacousticpatterns
of
words exhibit much greater variability depending on the condonot have these
text. Isolatedwordrecognitionsystems
problems since words are separated by pauses.
The second feature that affects the complexity of system is
the vocabulary size. As the size orthe confusability of a
vocabulary increases, simple brute-force methods of representation and matching become too expensive and unacceptable.
Techniquesforcompactrepresentation
of acousticpatterns
of words, and techniques for reducing search by constraining
the number of possible words that can occur at a given point,
assume added importance.
Just as vocabulary is restricted to make a speech recognition
problem more tractable, there are several other aspects of the
problem which can be used to constrain the speech recognition
task so that what might otherwise be an unsolvable problem
becomes solvable. The rest of the features in Fig. 1, i.e., taskspecific knowledge, language of communication, number and
cooperativenessofspeakers,
andquietness of environment,
represent some of the commonly used constraints in speech
recognition systems.
Oneway to reduce the problems of error and ambiguity
resulting from the use of connected speech and large vocabularies is t o use all the available task-specific information to
reduce search. The restrictedspeechunderstandingsystems
(Fig. 1, line 3) assume that the speech signal does not have all
the necessary information to uniquely decode the message and
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node of
Speech

Vocabulary

Task Specific
Language
Speaker
Environment

Word recognition-isolated

isolated
words

10-300

1imi:ed
use

Connected speech
recognition-restricted

connccted
speech

30-500

limited
use

restricted
C-Ud
laquage

Speech,understmdingrestricted (SUI

connected
speech

103-2000

full use

Englishnot
like
uncooperative

Dictation machinerestricted (W)

connected
speech

1000-10000

.limited
use

Englishcooperative
like

Unrestricted speech
understanding (US)

connected
speech

unlimited
full

Unrestricted cocnected
speech recognition
(OCSR)

connected
speech

unlimited

Inforration Sire

m)

(CSR)

use

none

-

English

cooperative

cooperatin

not
uncooperative

v i e t room

quiet roan

quiet room

notEnglish
uncooperative

Fig. 1. Different types of speech recognition systems ordered according to their intrinsic dmlculty, and the dimensions
along which they are usually constrained. Vocabulary sizes given are for some typical systems and can vary from system to
system. It is assumed that a cooperative speaker wouldspeak clearly and would be willing t o repeat or spell a word. A not
uncooperative speaker does not try t o confuse the system but does not want to go out of his way to help it either. In
earticular. the system would have to handle “uhms” and “ahs” and other speech-like noise. The “-”indicates
an “un~pecXied’;entry -kriablefrom system to system.

that, to be successful, one must use all the available sources of
The unrestricted speech understanding problem requires unknowledge to infer (ordeduce)theintent
of the message limited vocabulary connected speech recognition, but permits
[ 1071.Theperformancecriterion
is somewhat relaxed in the use of all the available task-specific information. The most
that, as long as the message is understood, it is not important difficult of all recognition tasks is the unrestricted connected
to recognize each and every phoneme and/or word correctly. speech recognition problem which requires unlimited vocabuThe requirementof using all the sourcesof knowledge, and the lary, but does not assume the availability of any task-specific
representation of the task, conversational context, understand- information.
ing, and responsegeneration, all add tothe difficulty and
We do not have anything interesting to say about the last
overall complexity of speech understanding systems.
threetasks,exceptperhaps
speculatively. In Section 11, we
The restricted connected speech recognition systems ( F i g . 1, will study the structure and performance of several systems of
line 2) keep their program structure simple by using only some the f i t threetypes (Fig. 11, i.e., isolated word recognition
task-specific knowledge, such as restricted vocabulary and syn- systems, restricted connected speech recognition systems, and
tax, and by requiring that the speaker speak clearly and use a restiicted speech understanding systems.
In general, for a given system and task, performance depends
quiet room. The
simpler program structure of these systems
provides an economical solution in a restricted
classof con- on the size and speed of the computer and on the accuracy of
nected speech recognition tasks. Further, by not
being task- the algorithm used. Accuracy is oftentaskdependent. (We
specific, they can be used in a wider variety of applications shall see in Section I1 that a system whichgives 99-percent
accuracy on a 200-word vocabulary might give only 89-percent
without modification.
The restricted speech understanding systems have the advan- accuracy on a 36-word vocabulary.) Accuracy versus response
tage that by making effective use of all the available knowl- time tradeoff is also possible, i.e., it is often possible to tune a
edge, including semantics, conversational context, and speaker system and adjust thresholds so as to improve the response
preferences, they can provide a more flexible and hopefully time while reducing accuracy and vice versa.
higher performance system. For example, they usually permit
Sources of Knowledge: Many of us are aware that a native
an English-like grammatical structure, do notrequirethe
speaker uses, subconsciously, his knowledge of the language,
speaker to speak clearly, and permit some nongrammaticality the environment, and the context in understanding a sentence.
(includingbabble,mumble,and
cough). Further, by paying These sources of knowledge (KS’s) include the characteristics
careful attention to the task, many aspects of error detection of speech sounds (phonetics), variability in pronunciations
and correction can be handled naturally,thus providing a (phonoZogy), the stressand intonationpatterns of speech
graceful interaction with the user.
(prosodics), the sound patterns of words (lexicon), the gramThe (restricted) dictation machine problem (Fig. 1, line 4) matical structure of language (syntax), the meaning of words
requires larger vocabularies (1000to10 000 words). It is andsentences (semantics), and thecontext of conversation
assumed that the user would be willing to spell any word that (pragmatics). Fig. 2 shows the many dimensions of variability
is unknown to the system. The task requires an English-like of these KS’s; it is but a slight reorganization (to correspond to
syntax, but can assume a cooperative speaker speaking clearly the sections of thispaper) of a similar figure appearing in
in a quiet room.
[ 1081.
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1.

Performance
speech?
connected
words?
1.solated
input

of Nature
Response
time?
Real
time
Accuracy

r e a lt-cotlioms e ?
no hurry?
Error-free (>?9.9%)? almosterror-free
(>99$)?
occasionalerror
(>~sc$)?

2.

Source c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
(acousticknowledge)

3.

Language characteristics
Features
(phoneticknowledge)
Phones
Phonology
Word r e a l i z a t i o n

4.

Problem Characteristics
Size
vocabulary
of
l o ? l o o ? 1,000? 10,000?
( t asspke c i f i c
knowledge)
Confusability
of vocabulary
High? what equivalent
vocabulary?
Syntactic
support
English?
Artificial
lanpage?
free
Semantic and contextual
support
constrained
task?
open semantics?

5.

System characteristics
organization

Acousticanalysis
b i s e sources
speaker c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s

Interaction

Airconditioningnoise? computer room? reverberation:
Dialect?sex?age?cooperative?
H i g h q u a l i t y microphone?telephone?
LPc?
Spectrum?formants?rerocrossings?
Voiced?energy?stress?intonation?
Number? d i s t i n g u i s h a b i l i t y ?
Phone realizationrules?junctionrules?
I n s e r t i o n , d e l e t i o n and change r u l e s ?
Brdhypothesis?
word v e r i f i c a t i o n ?

Strategy?
representation?
Gracefulinteractionwithuser?gracefu?error
recovery?

Fig. 2. Factors affecting feasibility and performance of speech recognition systems. (Adapted from Newell e t a l . [ 1081 .)

To dlustrate the effect of some of these KS’s, consider the
following sentences.
1) Colorless paper packages crackle loudly.
2) Colorless yellow ideas sleep furiously.
3) Sleep roses dangerously young colorless.
4) Ben burada ne yaptigimi bilmiyorum.
Thefirstsentence,thoughgrammatical
andmeaningful, is
pragmatically implausible. The second is syntactically correct
but meaningless. The third is both syntactically and semantically unacceptable. The fourth (a sentence in Turkish) is completely unintelligible to mostof
us. One would expecta
listener to have more difficulty in recognizing a sentence if it
is inconsistent with one or more KS’s. Miller and Isard [ 1011
show that this is indeed the case.
If the knowledge is incomplete or inaccurate,people will
tend to make erroneous hypotheses This can be illustrated by
a simple experiment. Subjects were asked to listen to two sentences and write down what they heard. The sentences were
“In mud eels are, in clay none are” and “In pine tar is, in oak
none is.” The responses of four subjects aregiven below.
In mud eels are, In clay none are
in clay nanar
in muddies sar
en clainanar
in my deals are
en clain
in my ders
in claynanar
in model sar

In oak none is
In pine tar is,
inOak?eS
in pine tarrar
in oak nonnus
in pyntares
in ocnonin
in pine tar is
in oak is
en pinetar is
The responses show that the listener forces his own interpretation of what he hears, and not necessarily what may have
beenintended by the speaker. Because the subjects do not
have thecontextual framework to expect thewords“mud
eels” together, they write more likely sounding combinations
such as “my deals” or “models.” We find the same problem
with words such as “oak none is.” Notice that they failed to
detect where one word ends and another begins. It is not uncommon for machine recognition systems to have similar
problems with word segmentation. To approach human peralso use all the available KS’s
formance,a machinemust
effectively.

Reddy andNewell
[1241showthat
knowledge at various levelscanbe further decomposed into sublevels (Fig. 3)
based on whether it is taskdependent a priori knowledge,
conversationdependent knowledge, speakerdependent knowledge, or
analysisdependent
knowledge. One can further
decompose each of these sublevels into sets of rules relating
to specific topics. Manyof the present systemshave only a
small subsct of all the KS’s shown in Fig. 3. This is because
much of this knowledge is yet to be identified and codified in
ways that can be conveniently used in a speech understanding
system. Sections I11 through V review the recent progress in
representation and use of various sources of knowledge.
In Section 111, weconsideraspectsof
signal processing for
speech recognition. There is a great deal of research and many
publications in this area, butvery few of them are addressed to
questions that arise in building speech recognition systems. It
is not uncommon for a speech recognition system to show a
catastrophic dropin performance when themicrophone is
changed or moved to a slightly noisy room. Many parametric
representations of speech have been proposed but there are
fewcomparative studies. In Section III, we shall review the
techniques that are presently used in speech signal and analysis
and noise normalization, and examine their limitations.
There are several KS’s which are common to most connected
speechrecognitionsystemsandindependent
of thetask.
These can be broadly grouped together as task-independent aspects of a speech recognition system. Topics such as feature
extraction, phonetic labeling, phonological rules, (bottom-up)
word hypothesis, and word verification fall into this category.
InSection IV, we will review the techniques usedand the
present state of accomplishment in theseareas.
Given a task that is to be performed using a speech recognition system, one is usually able to specify the vocabulary, the
grammatical structure of sentences, and the semantic and contextual constraints provided by the task. In Section V, we will
discuss the nature, representation, and use of these KS’s in a
recognition (or understanding) system.
Control Structure and System Organization: How is a given
source of knowledge used in recognition? The Shannon [ 1401
experiment gives a clue. In this experiment, human subjects
demonstrate their ability to predict (and correct) what will a p
pear next, given a portion of a sentence.
Just as in the above experiment, many recognition systems
use the KS’s to generate hypotheses about what word might
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Fig. 3. Sources of knowledge (KS). (From Reddy and Newell [ 1241 .)

:1)

Speed of Ccimnication

Speech is about4 times faster than
standard manual input for continuous
text.

(2)

Total System ResponseTime

Direct data entry from remote source,
which avoids relayed entry via interspeeZs up
mediate human transducers,
cannunication substantially.

appear in a given context, or to reject a guess. When one of
these systems makes errors, it isusuallybecause the present
state of its knowledge is incomplete and possibly inaccurate.
In Section VI, we shall review aspects of system organization
such as control strategies, error handling, real-time system
design, and knowledge acquisition.

B. The Uses of Speech Recognition
Until recently there has been little experience in the use of
speech recognition systems in real applications. Most of the
systems developed inthe
1960's were laboratory systems,
which
were
expensive
and
had
an unacceptable error rate for
Provides an independent ccmnunication
( 4 ) Parallel Channel
channel in hands-busy operational
real
life
situations.
Recently,
however,
there have been comsituations.
merciallyavailable
systems for isolated word recognition,
within small physical regions speech
( 5 ) Freedan of Mvement
can be used while moving about freely costing from $10 000 to $100 000, with less than 1-percent
doing a task.
error rate in noisy environments. The paper by Martin in this
NO training in basic physical skill
issue illustrates a variety of applications where these systems
( 6 ) Untrained Users
required for use(as opposed to acquisition of typing or keying skills); have been found to be useful and costeffective.
speech is natural for users all
at
As long as speech recognition systems continue to cost
general skill levels (clerical to
executivej .
around $10 000 to $100 000, the range of applications for
which they will be used will be limited. As the research under
Speech is to be used
imediately by
(7) Unplanned CmmuniLation
users tocmmunicate unplanned information, in a vay not true of manual way at present comes to fruition over the next few years, and
input.
as connected speech recognition systems costingunder $10000
begin to become available, one can expect a significantinSpeakers are recognizable by their
(8) Identification of Speaker
voice characteristics.
crease inthe number of applications. Fig. 4, adaptedfrom
Performance of speech reception and
( 9 ) b u g Term Reliability
Newell
et ol. [ 1091, summarizes and extends the views exprocessing tasks which require monotonous vigilant operation be
candone
pressed by several authors earlier [63], [78], [ 871, and [89]
-re reliably by computer than by
on the desirability and usefulness of speech-it provides a list
hmns.
of
task situation characteristics that are likely to benefit from
Speech
can
provide
cost
savings
where
(10) LOV Cost operation
it eliminates substantial numbers
of
speech input. Beek e t al. [ 17] provide an assessment of the popeople.
tential military applications of automatic speech recognition.
As computers get cheaper and more powerful, it is estimated
Fig. 4. Task demands providingcomparativeadvantagesfor
speech.
that 60-80 percent of the cost of running a business computer
(From Newell cr al. [ 1091.)
installation will be spent on data collection, preparation, and
entry (unpublished proprietary studies; should be considered
(3)

Total Systcn Reliability

Direct data entry
from remote sourcc
with imnediate feedback, avoiding
rehurr:n
layed entry via intermediate
transducers, increases reliabil.ity
substantially.
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speculative for the present). Given speech recognition systems
that are flexible enough to change speakers or task definitions
with a few days of effort, speech will begin to be used as an
alternate medium of input to computers. Speech is likely to
be used not so much for program entry, but rather primarily
in data entry situations [33]. This increased usage should in
turn lead to increased versatility and reduced cost in speech
input systems.
There was some earlier skepticism as to whether speech input wasnecessary or even desirable as an input medium for
computers [ 1161. The present attitude among the researchers
in the field appears to be just the opposite, i.e., if speech input
systems of reasonable cost and reliability were available, they
would be the preferred mode of communication even though
the relative cost is higher than other types of input [ l o g ] .
Recent human factors studies in cooperative problem solving
[23], [ 1101 seem to support the view that speech is the preferred mode of communication. If it is indeed preferred, it
seems safe to assume that the userwouldbewilling
to pay
somewhat higher prices to be able to talk to computers. This
prospect of being able to talk to computers is what drives the
field, not just the developmentof a few systems for highly specidized applications.

structure and features of several earlier (and somewhat lower
performance) systems by Gold [51 I , Shearme andLeach
141I , Bobrow and Klatt [ 181, Vicens [ 1521, Medress [ 981,
Valichiko and Zagoruiko [ 1511, Vysotsky et al. [ 1531, Pols
1171, Von Keller [ 1541, Itahashi, Makino, and Kid0 [ 67 I ,
and Sambur and Rabiner [ 135I .
All threesystems use the classical patternrecognition
paradigm as their recognition strategy. The general paradigm
involves comparing the parameter or feature representationof
the incoming utterance with the prototype reference patterns
of each of the words in the vocabulary. Fig. 6 presents the
flow chart of a typical word recognition system. The main decisions to be made in the design of a word recognition system
are: how t o normalize for variations in speech; whatis the parametric representation; how does the system adapt to a new
similarspeaker or new vocabulary; how does one measure the
ity of twoutterances;andhow
to speed upthematching
process.
Normalization: Even when the speaker and the microphone
are not changed, variations in speech occur as a result of free
variation from trial to trial, as well as the emotional state of
the speaker and the ambient noise level of the environment.
These result in changes in amplitude, duration, and signal-tonoise ratio for a given utterance. Before a match with stored
11. SYSTEMS
templates can take place, some formof normalization is necesThis section provides an overview of the structure of differ- sary to minimize the variability. Itakura [70] uses a secondent types of speech recognition systems. To accomplish this, order inverse filter based on the entire utterance to achieve
Martin [96] identifies
one needs to answer questions suchas: what are the important noise and amplitudenormalization.
several
types
of
noise
related
problems:
room noise, breath
concepts and principles associated with each of these systems,
what are their distingubhing features, how
well do they per- noise, intrawordstop gaps, and operatoraiginatedbabble.
form, and so on.It is not always possible t o answer these Some of these result in incorrect detection of beginning and
questions. Veryfew comparative results based on common end of the utterance. Most of the noise problems can be overtest data are available. In many cases all the returns are not come bycareful attentionto detail,such as close-speaking
of breath
yet in. There are
so many possibledesign choices that most microphones, looking for spectra that are typical
systems are notstrictly comparable with each other. There- noise, rejecting utterances that do not get a close match to
fore, it will be necessary to restrict our discussion to somewhat any of thewords,and so on. White, before measuring dissuperficial comparisons based on accuracy, response time, size tances, normalizes all filter samples by dividing by the total
energy.
of vocabulary, etc.
ParametricRepresentations:
Itakura uses linear predictive
In thissection, we will examine the structureandperformance of the f i i three classes of systems shown in Fig. 1: coding (LPC) coefficients, Martin uses hardware feature detecisolated word recognition systems, resm’cted connected speech tors based on bandpass filters, while White uses a 1/3-octave
filterbank (see SectionIII).
White [ 1611has studiedthe
recognition systems, and restricted speech understanding syseffect ofusing differentparametricrepresentations.
Results
tems. We will illustrate the principles ofdesign andperformance by picking a few systems which are representative of of this experiment are given in Fig. 7. It shows that the 1/3and LPC yield about similar results,and
the state of the art in each category. For the sake of brevity, octavefilterbank
we will leave out the words “isolated”and “restricted” for the using a fkhannel-xtave filterbank increases the error rate
rest of thispaper.
Unless otherwiseindicated, it is to be from 2 to 4 percent while doubling the speed of recognition.
assumed that we are always talking about isolated word recog- Transforming the parametric data into a pseudophonemic label
nition systems, restrictedconnected speech recognition sys- prior to match can lead to significant reduction of storage but
the errorrate
increases sharply to 9percent.
Reference
tems, and restricted speech understanding systems.
pattern storage requirement is also affected by the choice of
A . Word Recognition Systems (WRS)
parametricrepresentation. Assuming an average duration of
Here we will look at the structure and performance of three 600 ms per word, White requires from 2160 to 7200 bits of
per reference
systemsbyItakura
[ 701, Martin [96], andWhite
[1611. storage (depending on parametric representation)
pattern
and
Itakura
requires
4480
bits,
while
Martin
requires
Given a known vocabulary (of about 30 to 200 words) and a
bits per pattern.
known speaker, tHese systems can recognize a word spoken in only 5 12
Training: Change of speaker or vocabulary is accomplished
isolation with accuracies around 99 percent. The vocabulary
and/orspeaker can be changed but this usually requires a in all three systems by training the system to produce a new
training session. These systems, though similar insome res- set of reference patterns. Both Itakura and White use a single
pects, have several interesting and distinguishing features.
5 reference pattern per word. A single reference pattern cannot
summarizes some of the features of these systems that affect capture all variations in pronunciationsfor even a single
cost and performance. Researchers desirous of working in the speaker. Thus when a word exhibits higher than acceptable
field of word recognition would also benefit from studying the error rate it is desirable to store additional patterns. But this

Fa.
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Fig. 6 . Flow chart of a typical word recognition system,

requires additional storage and computation. Martin attempts
abstraction of reference patternsby generating an average
template from multiplesamples.
Matching and Classification: Given an unknown input word,
itis compared with every reference pattern to determine
which pattern is most similar, i.e., has the minimum distance
or maximum correlation to the unknown. This similarity mea-

sure is usually established by summing distances (or log probabilities as the case may be) between parameter vectors of the
unknown and the reference. There are many designchoices
that affect the performance at this level, e.g., the choice of the
basic time unit of sampling, the choice of the distance metric,
differential weighting of parameters, and the choice of the
time normalization function.
Itakura and White use dynamic programming for time normalization, whileMartindivides the utterance into 16 equal
time units.Itakura
measures the distance between the unknown and the reference by summing the log probability
based on residual predictionerror every 15 m s . Whitemeasures the distance by summing theabsolute valuesof the
differences (Chebyshev norm) between the parameter vectors
every 10 m s . Martinuses a weighted correlation metric to
measure similarity every 40 ms or so (actually1/16 of the
duration of the utterance).
Whiteshows
thatthe
nonlinear time warpingbased
on
dynamic programrriing
is
betterthan
linear time scaling
methods. Healso shows Itakura's distance measurebased on
LPC h e a r prediction error yields about the same accuracy as
is generally felt (based on
other conventional methods.It
speech bandwidth compression experiments) that significant
loss of information results when speech is sampled at intervals
exceeding 20 m s . However, note that Martin extracts averaged
features based on longer time intervals and is not just sampling
the signal parameters.
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to use differentparameters,
Heurktics for Speedup: If a system compares the unknown organizationwhichpermitsit
with every one of thereferencepatterns
inabrute-force
and different search
differenttimenormalizationstrategies,
manner, the response time increases linearly with the size of
reduction heuristics
with
ease. The
important
thing
to
the vocabulary. Given the present speeds of minicomputers remembe? is that each of these systemsseems capable of workwhich can execute 0.2 to 0.5 million instructions per second ing with less than 2-percent error rate in noisy environments
(mips), theincrease in response time is not noticeable forsmall given vocabularies in the range of 30 to 200. It seems reasonvocabularies of 10 to 30. But when the size of vocabulary able to assume that accuracy will not degrade substantially
increases to a few hundred words it becomes essential to use with larger vocabularies. A useful indicator of this is the early
techniques that reduce computation time. Itakura
uses a se systemby Vicens [1521 which achieved 91.4-percent with
quential decision technique and rejects a reference pattern if a 561-word vocabulary.
its distance exceeds a variable threshold at any time during the Future Directions: As long as the costlperformance require
match operation. This results in a speedup of the matching ments do not demand% order of magnitude improvement,
process by a factor of almost10. White uses the duration,
will continue to be practical
thepresentsystemsapproach
amplitudecontour,andpartialmatchdistance
of the first and viable. The improvements in computer technology have
200 ms as three independent measurements to eliminate the already brought the cost of such ,systems t o around $10 000.
most unlikely candidatesfromthesearch
list. Others have However, if it becomes necessary to reduce the cost to the
used gross segmental features [ 1521 and pronouncing dic- $1000 range, significant improvement to the basic algorithms
tionary with phonological rules [67] in reducing search. But
will be necessary. The principal avenues for improvement are
these require a more complex program organization.
in the reference pattern representation and search strategies.
Performance: Fig. 8 gives the published performance statis- Rather than storing a vector of parameters every 10 ms, it
tics for the three systems. It is important to remember that may be necessary to go to a segmentation and labeling scheme
accuracy and response time are meaningful onlywhen con- (see Section N)as has been attempted by some earlier investisidered in the context of all the variables that affect the per- gators[671, [ 1521.Ratherthanstoringmultiplereference
formance.
Although
recognition
performance
scores have patterns for multiplespeakers, it will be necessary to find techbeen quoted only for systems ranging from 10 to 34 words, niques for abstraction. It may also be necessary to use mixed
Martin’s system has been used with vocabularies as high as 144 search strategies in which a simpler parametric representation
words. It is the only system that has been shown to work in is used to eliminate unlikely candidates before using a more
expensive matchingtechnique.
Since many of these techveryhigh noise ( X 0 dB)environmentsandwithmultiple
speakers (using referencepatterns which represent all the niques are essential forconnected speech recognition,it is
l
i gradually
speakers).The
accuracy of Itakura’s system drops to 88.6 reasonable to assume that progress in that area w
percent on the alphadigit
wordlist (aye,bee, cee, * , zero, lead to lowcost/high-performance word recognition systems.
one, * * , nine). But note that it is the only system that uses
a telephone as the transducer. In addition to restricting the B. Connected Speech Recognition (CSR)
In this section we w
l
i look at the structure
and performance
frequency response to about 300 to 3000 Hz, the telephone
of four different connected speech recognition (CSR) systems:
introduces burst noise, distortion, echo, crosstalk, frequency
translation, envelope delay, and clipping to list a few. In addi- Hearsay-I and Dragon developed at Carnegie-Mellon University
[ 7 ] , [ 1231 ; the Lincoln system developed at M.I.T. Lincoln
tion, the alphadigit vocabulary is highly ambiguous. The fact
and the
that the system achieves about 1-percent error rate (and 1.65- Laboratories [471, [481, [561, [971, [1591, [1621;
percent rejection rate) on a less ambiguous 200-word vocabu- IBM system developed at IBM, T. J. Watson Research Center
lary is indicative of its true power. White’s system not only
[ l o ] , 1301, [31l, [711, 1721, [1491, [1501, [1721, [1731.
achieves high accuracies but also isnotableforits
system Hearsay-I was actually designed as a speech understanding sys-
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tem, but the semantic and task modules can be deactivated so
as to permit it to run like a connected speech recognition system. Both the Dragon and Lincoln systems were designed to
add task-specific constraints later, but in their present form
can be looked upon as connected speech recognition systems.
These systems have achieved from 55- to 97-percent word accuracies. Since a sentence is considered to be incorrect even if
only one word in the utterance is incorrect, the sentence accuracies tend to be much lower (around 30 to 81 percent).
With tuning and algorithm improvement currently in progress,
some of these systems are expected to show significantimprovement in accuracy. Researchers interested in CSR systems
might alsowish to look at the papers in [261, 1281, [ 9 5 l ,
[ 1201, [ 1481, and [ 1521.
Why Is Connected Speech Recognition Difficult? When isolated word recognition systems are getting over 99-percent
accuracies, why is it that CSR systems are straining to get similar accuracy?The answers are not difficult to find. In connected speech it is difficult to determine where one word ends
and another begins. Inaddition, acoustic characteristics of
sounds and words exhibit muchgreater variability in connected
speech,depending
onthecontext,
comparedwith
words
spoken in isolation.
Any attempt to extend the design philosophy of isolated
word recognition systems and recognize theutterance as a
whole becomes an exercise infutility.
Note that even a
10-word vocabulary of digits requires the storage of 10-million
reference patterns if one wanted to recognize all the possible
7digit sequences. Some way must be found for the recognition of the whole by analysisof the parts. The technique
needed becomes one of analysis and description rather than
classification (moving away frompattern recognition paradigms toward hierarchical systems, i.e., systems in which
component subparts are recognized and grouped together to
form larger and larger units).
To analyze and describe a componentpart, i.e., a word
within the sentence, one needsa description of what to expect
when that word is spoken. Again, the reference pattern idea
of word recognition systems becomes unsatisfactory. As the
number of words in the vocabulary and the number of different contextual variations per word get large, the storage required to store all the reference pattern becomes enormous.
For a 200-word vocabulary, such as the one used by Itakura
[70], a CSR system might need 2000 reference patterns requiring about 8-million bits of memory, not to mention the
time and labor associated with speaking them into the machine. What is needed is a more compact representationof the
sound patterns of the words such as those used by linguists,
i.e., representation of words as a sequence of phones,
phonemes, or syllables. This change from signal space representation of the words to a symbol space representation requires segmenting the continuous speech signal into discrete
acoustically invariant parts and labeling each segment with
phonemicorfeature
labels. A phonemicdictionary of the
words could then be used to match at a symbolic level and
determine which word was spoken.
Since CSR systems do not have the advantage of word recognition systems, of knowing the beginning and ending of words,
one usually proceeds left-to-right, thereby forcing at least the
beginning to be specified prior to the match fora word. Given
where the first (left-most) word of the utterance ends, one can
begin matching for the second word from about that position.
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One must still find techniques for terminating the match when
an optimal match is found.
However, the exact match cannot be quite determined until
the ending context (the word that follows) is also known. For
example, in the word sequence “some milk” all of the nasal
/m/ might be matched with the end of “some” leaving only
the “ilk” part for a subsequent match. This is a special case of
the juncture problem (see Section IV). Techniques are needed
which will back up somewhat when the word being matched
indicates that it might be necessary in this context. (see also
Section VI11 of Jelinek [ 721 .)
Finally, error and uncertainty in segmentation, labeling, and
matching make it necessary that several alternative word
matches be considered as alternative paths. If there were 5
words in an utterance and we considered 5 alternative paths
after each word, wewouldhave
3125 (5’) word sequences,
out of which we have to pick the one that is most plausible.
Selection of the best word sequence requires a tree search
algorithm and a carefully constructed similarity measure.
The preceding design choices are what make CSR systems
substantially morecomplex than word recognition systems.
We do not yet have good signal-to-symbol transformation techniques nor do we fully understand how to do word matching
performance of CSR systems when compared with word recognition systems. However, researchers have been working seriously on CSR techniques only for the past few years, and significant improvements can be expected in the not too distant
future.The following discussionreviews the design choices
made by each of the four systems (Fig. 9).
Front EndProcessing: The purpose of the front end in a
CSR system is to process the signal and transform it to a
symbol string so that matching can take place. The first three
designchoices in Fig. 9 affect thenature of this signal-tosymbol transformation. The Dragon system uses the simplest
front end of all the systems. It uses the 10-ms speech segment
as a basic unit and attempts matching at that level.Given a
vector of 12 amplitude and zero-crossing parameters every 10
m s , the system computes the probabilities foreach of 33
possible phonemic symbols. To account for allophonic variations, it uses multiple reference patterns (vectors) to represent
each phonemic symbol.
Hearsay-Iuses amplitude and zero-crossing parameters to
obtain a multilevel segmentation into syllable-size units and
phonemesize units. Every10-ms unit is given a phonemic
label based on a nearest neighbor classification using a predefined set of cluster centers. Contiguous 10-ms segments with
the same label are grouped together to form a phoneme-size
on
segment. A syllable-like segmentation is derivedbased
local maxima and minima in the overall amplitude function
of the utterance. These larger segments are given gross feature
labels such as silence, fricative, and voiced.
The Lincoln system is described in detail by Weinstein et
01. [ 1591.Thefast
digital processor (FDP) computes LPC
spectra, tracks formant frequencies [ 971, performs a preliminary segmentation, and labels the segments as one of vowel,
dip (intervocalic voiced consonants characterized by a dip in
amplitude), fricative, and stop categories. Formant frequencies, formant motions, formant amplitude, and other spectral
measurements are used in further classifying the segments into
phone-like acoustic-phonetic elements (APEL) labels.
The IBM system front end is based on the approach developed by Dixon and Silverman [ 31 ], [ 3 2 ] , forpattern
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recognition using complex decision-making rules and dynamic
segmentation [ 1481.Thesegmentationand
labeling procedure uses energy, spectra, spectral change, an ordered list of
five"most similar" classes, andtheir similarity values. The
labeling is donebyprototypematching
as in the caseof
Hearsay-I and Dragon but using about 62 label classes.
Knowledge Representation: There are three types of knowledge that are usually required in a CSR system: phonological
rules, lexicon, and syntax. The Dragon system has the most
elegant representation of knowledge of the four systems [71.
All the knowledge is represented as a unified finitestate network representing a hierarchyof probabilistic functions of the
Markov processes.
Hearsay4 organizes knowledge into independentand cooperating knowledge processes, which makes it easy to add 01remove a knowledge source. The representation of knowledge
within each process is somewhat arbitrary and depends on the
needs of that process. Syntax is represented as a set of productions (generative rewriting rules) and antiproductions
(analyticprediction rules). Thelexiconcontainsonlythe
phonemic base forms. Phonological information is embedded
in various acoustic analysis procedures.
In the Lincoln system, syntacticconstraintsarerepresented by a set of production rules. Phonological and frontenddependent rules are used toconstruct a lexiconfroma
base form dictionary [ 551, [56]. Other such rules are also
applied during a heuristic word and matching process.
The IBM system uses a fiite-state grammar and a directed
graph representation of each lexical element[ 241 . Phonological rules are compiled into the lexicon. To account for the
rules that do involve word boundaries, the graphs have multiple starting nodes labeled with conditions that mustbe met by
preceding or following words. An importantcomponent of
the IBM system is the extensive use of statistical information
to provide transition probabilities within the finitestate networksrepresentingtask-dependentinformation.
(See as0
Jelinek [ 72 J .)
Although both the Dragonand IBM systems, use network
representations and stochastic matching, they differ in several
respects. Dragon uses an integrated representation of all the
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Fig. 10. Flow chart of a typical CSR system.

knowledge, whereas the IBM system has independent representations of the language, phonology, and acoustic components. Dragon evaluates the likelihood of all possible paths,
while the IBM system uses sequential decoding to constrain
the search to the most likely path.
Matching and Control: Fig. 10 is a flow chart of the recognition process of a typical CSR system. All the systems except
Dragon use a stack (or a set) containing a
list of alternative
word sequences(orstatesequences)
arranged in descending
order of their likelihoods (or scores) to represent the partial
sentence analysis so far. Given the word sequence with the
highest likelihood, thetaskspecific knowledgegenerates all
the words that can follow that sequence. Each of these words
is ,matched against the unmatched symbol (phonemic)
string to
estimate conditional likelihoodsof occurrence. These are used
to generate a new list of acceptable word sequences and their
likelihoods. This process is repeated until the whole utterance
is analyzed and an acceptable word sequence is determined.
The Dragon system, rather than extending the best word sequence, extends all the sequences in parallel. The Markovian
assumption permits it to collapse many alternative sequences
into a single state, thusavoiding exponential growth.
The four systems differ significantly in the way in which insertion,deletion,andsubstitutionerrorsare
handled in the
matching process, and the way in which likelihoods are estimated. Hearsay-I and Lincoln systems use heuristictechniques, whileDragonand IBM systems use the principles of
stochastic modeling [72], [7] to estimate likelihoods. In Section IV, we w
l
l
i discuss techniquesfor word matchingand
verification in greater detail.
Performance: Fig. 11 gives some performance statistics for
the four systems. The systems are not strictly comparable because of thenumber of variables involved. However, some
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general comparisons can be made. The IBM system has the
best performance of the four, but oneshould bear in mind the
fact that most of their results t o date are based on relatively
noise-free highquality data for a single speaker. It is also the
only system being improved actively at present. This tuning of
the system should lead t o even higher accuracies.
Hearsay-I and Dragon were run onthe same datasets to
permitstrict comparison. Dragon yields significantly higher
accuracy, though it is slower by a factor of 4 to 5 . Hearsay-I
yields much higher accuracies on tasksand speakers with
which it is carefully trained (see F i g . 15). It was tested on several speakers and several tasks. As the vocabulary increases, its
relatively weaker acoustic-phonetic module tendsto make
more errors in the absence of careful tuning. It was one of the
f i t systems to be built and still is one of the very few that
can be demonstrated live.
The Dragon system performancedemonstrates that simple
and mathematically tractable CSR systems can be built without sacrificing accuracy. Although searching all possible alternative paths becomes unfeasible for very large vocabularies,
for restricted tasks with a few hundred word vocabulary,
Dragon with its simpler program structure represents an attractive alternative.
The Lincoln system is the only one of the four that works
for several speakers without significant tuning for the speaker.
The 49-percent sentence accuracy represents the composite
accuracy for all the speakers taken together. It was also tested
with a 4 l l p e r c e n t word vocabulary, yielding about 28percent sentence accuracy over the same set of six speakers.
FutureDirections: How can CSR systems achievesignificantly higher performance and cost under $20 OOO? Better

search, better matching, and better segmentation and labeling
are all essential if the systems are to achieve higher accuracies.
The best-first search strategy used by Hearsay-I and other
systems leads to termination of search when it exceeds a given
time limit. When this happens, it is usually because errors in
evaluation have led to a wrong part of the search space, and
the system is exploring a large number of incorrectpaths.
In most systems, this accounts for 20-30 percent of the sentence errors.
Dragon doesnot have the problem of thrashing since it
searches all the possible extensions of a word (state) sequence.
An intermediate strategy in which several promising alternative
paths are considered in parallel (best few without backtracking), rather than all or the best-first strategies of the present
systems, seems desirable. Lowerre [ 901 has implemented one
such strategy in the Harpy system currentlyunder development at Camegie-Mellon University and has reduced the computation requirement by about a factor of 5 over Dragon without any loss of accuracy. The number of alternative paths to
be considered is usually a function of the goodness of the parametric representation (and accuracy of the segmental labels).
Continued research into this classof systems should lead to
the development of low-cost CSR.
Accuracies in word matching and verification approaching
those of word recognition systems, i.e., greater than99
percent, are essential forthe successofCSR.Since
words
exhibit greater variability in connected speech, this becomes
a much more difficult task. Klatt [75] proposes the useof
analysis-by-synthesis techniques as the principal solution to
this problem. Near-term solutions include learning the transition probabilities of a word network using training data, as is
being done by IBM, or learning the lexical descriptions themselves from examples, as is being attempted at Carnegie-Mellon
University. Therehas been very littlework on comparative
Further
evaluation of segmentation andlabelingschemes.
studies are needed to determine which techniques work well,
especially in environments representative of real life situations.

C. Speech Understanding Systems (SUS)
In this section, we will study approaches to speech understanding systems (SUS’s) design by discussing three systems,
viz.,Hearsay-I1 [361,[861, SPEECHLIS [1661, and VDMS
[1271,[1561,currently
being developed, respectively, at
Camegie-MellonUniversity,BoltBeranek
and Newman, and
jointlyby
System Development Corporation and Stanford
Research Institute. We cannot give performance statistics for
these systems as they are not working well enough yet. However, at least one earlier system, Hearsay-I, illustrates the potential importanceand usefulness of semantic and conversationdependent knowledge. Experiments on this system show that
25-30-percent improvemerrt-in sentence accuracies (e.g., from
about 52 to 80percent on one task)were achieved using chessdependent
semantic
knowledge in the voice-chess task.
Researchers interested in other attemptsat speech understand[471, [64],
ing systems should lookat[131,[201,[351,
11231, [1341, [1521, [157l,and [1601.
What Makes Speech Understanding Difficult? In addition to
the problems of having to recognize connected speech, SUS’s
tend to have the additional requirement that they must do so
even when theutterance is notquite grammatical or well
formed, and in the presence of speech-like noise (e.g., babble,
mumble, and cough). The requirement is somewhat relaxed
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by the concession that what mattersinthe end is notthe recognitionofeach andeveryword
in theutterancebutrather
theintent of the message. The systemsare also required to
keep track of the context of the conversation so far and use it
to resolve any ambiguities that might arise within the present
sentence. Clearly, one can attempt to build CSR systems with
all the preceding Characteristics and not
yet
any
use
taskspecific information. Here we willaprestrict the
ourselves to
parent differences in approach between the CSR and the SU
systems of the currentgeneration.
How do the above requirements translate into specific problems to be solved? We still have the problem of determining
when a wordbegins and ends in connected speech, and the
problem of wide variability in the acoustic characteristics of
the words.But the solutions adopted in CSRsystems to solve
these problems donotquite carry over to SUS. One can no
longer proceed leftto-rightinthe
analysisof
an utterance
because
of
the possibility of error or unknown
babble
in
the
middle of the utterance. Thus the useful technique of keeping
an ordered list of word sequences which are extended to the
right aftereachiteration has to bemodified significantly.
Another design choice of CSR systems that leads to difficulties is the notion that there is a bottom-up acoustic analyzer
(the front e n d ) which generates a p h o n e k c (or some such)
symbol string, and a topdown language model (the back e n d )
predicting possibleword
candidates atthat
choicepoint,
which are then compared by a matching procedure. As the
vocabulariesget larger, oftenthe roles have t o bereversed.
One cannot afford to match 1000 possible nouns just because
the grammar predicts that the next word might be a noun. In
such cases, the phonemicstring maybeused
t o generate
plausible word hypotheses, while the language model is used to
verify suchhypothesesforcompatibility
and consistency.
In general, one wants systems in which the role of knowledge
sources is somewhat symmetric. They may be required to predict or. verify depending on the context. The representations
ofknowledge required to performthesedifferentroles
will
usually be different.
InCSRwehaveseen
that at a given timeone of several
words mightbepossiblegiven
the acoustic evidence.This is
what leads to the nondeterministic search, i.e., consideration
and evaluation of an ordered list of alternate word sequences
in the flow chart given in Fig. 10. This nondeterministic (and
errorful) nature ofdecisions permeates a l l the levelsof the
speech
decoding
process, i.e., segmental, phonetic,
phonemic, syllabic, word, phrase,
and
conceptual, and not
just the wordlevel. There is no such thing as error-free segmentation,error-freelabels,and
so on upthe levels. This
requires the representation of alternate sequences at all levels,
not just the word level as in the case of CSR systems. Fig. 12
(from Reddy and Erman [ 1221) illustrates the consequences
of this nondeterminism.
At the bottom of Fig. 12, we see the speech waveform for
part of an utterance: ‘. . . all about . . . ’. The’“true” locations
of phoneme and word boundaries aregivenbelow the waveform. In a recognition system, the choices of segment boundaries and labels to be associated with eachof the segments
are not as clear cut. (In fact, even getting trained phoneticians
t o agree on the “true” locations is often difficult.) A segmentation andlabelingprogrammight
produce segment boundaries as indicatedby the dotted lines connecting the waveform to the segment level. Given the segmental features, the
phonemerepresentedby
the first segmentmight be/awl,
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Fig. 12. Example of networkrepresentation of alternative choices at
various levels. (From Reddy and Erman [ 1221 .)

/ah/, or /ow/. Similarly, several different labels can be given to
each of theother segments.Given
the necessaryacousticphonetic rules, it is possible to combine, regroup, and delete
segments, forming larger phonemesize units, as shown in the
figure. Note, for example,
that /ah/ and /1/ are very similar,
and it is not impossible that the minor parametric variability
that caused the segment boundary at the lower level is just
free variation. These phoneme hypotheses give rise to a multiplicityof word hypothesessuch as ‘ah but’, ‘all out’, ‘all
about’, ‘allbut’, ‘are about’, and so on.
If, instead of selecting several alternate segmentations and
following their consequences, we were to select a single segmentation and associate a single label with each segment, the
resulting errors might make it impossible to verify and validate
the correct word. Thus some form of network representation
of alternatehypotheses at all levels is necessary in systems
requiring high accuracy.
Even the lowest level decision about segmentation sometimes requires the active mediation of higher level knowledge
such as the plausibility of a given word occurring in that position. Fig. 12 can be used to illustrate the point. The segment
boundary at the word juncture of ‘all’and ‘about’ is usually
very difficult to findsince the spectralcharacteristics of /l/
and the reduced vowel /ax/ tend to bevery similar. In the
event that a w e r level process is fairly confident about this
word sequence but there is no segment boundary, it could call
upon the segmenter for a closer look, possibly using a different
parametricrepresentation.In
general, SUS’s require flexible
meansof cooperationandcommunicationamongdifferent
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Hearsay-I1isbased on a blackboard model (Fig. 13).The
blackboard model conceivesof each KS as an information
gathering and dispensing process. When
a KS generates a hypothesis about the utterance that might be useful for others, it
LEXICAL
broadcasts the hypothesis by writing it on the “blackboard”PROCESSES
a structurally uniform global data base. The hypothesis-andtest paradigm (see Section I-A) serves as the basic medium of
communication among KS’s. The way KS’s communicate and
cooperate with each other is to validate or reject each other’s
hypotheses. The KS’s are treated uniformly by the system and
are independent (i.e., anonymous toeach other) and therefore
relatively easy to modify and replace. The activation of a KS
is datadriven, based onthe occurrence of patternsonthe
blackboard which match the templates specified by the KS.
Most of the control difficulties associated with SUS appear
EP*VIROS.’XNTAL
to have a solution within the Hearsay framework. It is easy to
PKOCESSLS
delete, add, or replace KS’s. The system can continue to funcI
tion even in the absence of one or more of these KS’s as long
as there are some hypothesis generators and some verifiers in
PAKk’iETRI C
the aggregate. The blackboard consists of a uniform multilevel
PKOCESSES
network (similar to the one in Fig. 12, but containing all the
Fig. 13. Blackboard model used in Hearsay-11. (From Lesser e t al.
levels) and permits generationand linkage of alternate hypoth[ 861 .)
eses at all the levels. A higher level KS can generate hypothIt is not necessary for
knowledge sources (KS’s). Since an SU system tends to have eses at a lower levelandviceversa.
manymore KS’s than a CSR system, the system should be the acoustic processing to be bottom-up and the language
designed so that knowledge processes can easily be added and model to be topdown.
How does the recognition proceed in an asynchronously
deleted.
there
Finally, the requirements of representation of understand- activated datadriven system such asHearsay-II?Since
and task all are not many systems of this type around, it is difficult for
ing, response generation, conversational context,
most people to visualize what happens. It is difficult to exadd to the difficulty and overall complexity of an SUS.
Approaches to Speech Understanding: Given the difficulties plain using flow charts which are primarily useful for explainhave here is an
that arise in SUS, it is clear that one needs significantly more ing sequential flow of control. Whatwe
sophisticated system design thanthose used in current CSR activity equivalent to a set of cooperatingasynchronous
systems. At present,there is no clear agreement among re- parallel processors even when it runs on a uniprocessor. Gensearchers as to what an ideal system organization for an SUS erating and verifying hypotheses using
several
KS’s is
might be.
analogous to several persons attemptingto solve a jigsaw
In the VDMS system [ 1271,the parser coordinatesthe
puzzle with each person working on a different part of the
operation of thesystem. In many respects the control flow puzzle but with each modifying his strategies based on the
resembles the one for‘CSR systems (Fig. 10) and is based on progress being made by the others.
the best-first strategy. However, the simplistic notion of an
What is important to realize is that within the Hearsay
ordered list of word sequences is replaced by a parse net mech- framework one can create the effects of a strictly bottom-up
anism which permits sharing of results and does not require system, topdown system, or system which works one way at
strict left-toqight analysis of the utterance [ 1151. A language one time and the other way the next time, depending on cost
definition facility permits efficient internal representation of and utility considerations. The ratings policy process, a global
various KS’s [ 1281.
KS, combines and propagates ratings acrosslevels facilitating
In the SPEECHLIS system [ 1661 , control strategies and sys- focus of attention,goaldirected
scheduling, and eventual
tem organization are derived through incremental simulation
recognition of theutterance.The
focus-of-attention KS is
[ 1681. People located in different rooms simulate the various used to determine an optimal set of alternative paths which
components and attempt to analyze an utterance by communi- should be explored further based on notionssuch as effort
cating via teletypewriter.Thenonebyone,
people are re- spent, desirability of further effort, important areas yet to be
placed by computer algorithms having specified interface char- explored, and goal lists.
acteristics. A control strategy for SUS derived in this manner
Knowledge Sources: Fig. 14 shows the design choices made
is described by Rovner et al. [ 1311. The final control struc- bythethree
systems. Many
of
the low-level issues are
ture is not available yet but is expected to be within the near common with CSR and do not require much discussion (see
future.
also Sections 111, IV, and V). Here we will discuss the nature
Perhaps the most ambitious of all the system organizations is of the higher level knowledge sources used in each system.
the one used by the Hearsay-I1 system (861, 1371. Though
The task for Hearsay-I1 is news retrieval, i.e., retrieval of
it was designed with speech understanding systems in mind, it daily wire-service news stories upon voice request by the user.
is viewed as one of the potential solutions to the problem of The vocabulary size for the task is approximately 1200 words.
knowledge-based systems (KBS) architecture that is of general The syntax for the task permits simple English-like sentences
interest in artificial intelligence research. Other proposed solu- and uses the ACORN networkrepresentation developed by
tions to the KBS architecture problem include Planner [62], Hayes-Roth and Mostow [ 581. The semantic and
pragmatic
production systems [ 1061, and QA-4 [ 1321.
model uses subselection mechanisms based on news items of
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the data, analysis of theconversation,andthe
presence of
certain content words in the blackboard.
The task for SPEECHLIS is to act as an assistant to a travel
budget manager. It permitsinteractivequeryand
manipulation of a travel budget of a company. It is meant to help a
manager keep track of the trips taken or proposed, andto pro-

duce summary information such as the total money spent or
allocated.The vocabulary is about 1000 words. Thesyntax
permits a wide variety of English sentences andis based on the
augmented transition network (ATN) formalism developed by
Woods [ 1641.The
parser is driven bya modified ATN
grammar [ 15 I , [ 161 which permits parsing to start anywhere,
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not necessarily left-to-right. The semantic component is based
on a semantic net and uses case frame tokens to check for the
consistency of completed syntactic constituents and the current semantichypotheses [103]. Semantics is also used to
focus attention and to produce a representation of the meaningof theutterance.
A discoursemodel is used to predict
what the user might say next.
The task for VDMS is to provide interactive query and retrieval of information from a “submarine data base.” The vocabulary forthe task is about1000 words. The language
definition facility [ 1281 permits the speaker to communicate
in relatively natural English. A semanticnetrepresentation
along withstrategiesfornetpartitioninghelp
to organize
and condense the semantics of the task [60]. The pragmaticcomponent [29] permits processingofsimple
forms
of conversationdependent ellipses and anaphora (see Section V-D).
Status: None of the three systems discussed here is working
well enough to reportperformancestatistics.
Manycomponentparts of thesesystems areworking, but there are still
weak links in the total systems that make such measurements
meaningless. In the absence of these, it is useful t o look at the
performance of Hearsay-I to understand the potential role of
semanticsand
othertaskdependent
knowledge in speech
understanding systems. Fig. 15 shows performance results of
Hearsay-I on the voice-chess task, both with and without the
use of semantics. In
a set of experiments using 79 utterances
containing 352 words from three speakers (one speaker using
telephoneinput),thesentence
accuracies of the system increased from 46 to 79 percent by the useof taskdependent
semantics. Response time also improved by about 10-20 percent (1 1-9 s). This speedup illustrates the fact that more complexity need not alwaysmeanslowersystems.
It is difficult
to extrapolate howwell other systems might performfrom
thisloneexample whichused apowerfulsemanticmodule,
i.e., a chess program, to predict legal moves.However,most
researchersagree
thatwithoutsemanticand/orpragmatic
knowledge, the systems will be unable to recognize or interpret someof the nongrammatical andnon-well-formedsentences that usually occur in conversations.
Future Directions: It is too soon to draw any conclusions,
but a fewgeneral observations canbemade.
The mainscientific question to be answered in the next few years will be:
is understanding a necessary prerequisitefor recognition or
can the simpler CSR systems do the job? If SU systems can
achievehigheraccuracies or recognize utterances faster on a
given task than a CSR system, then the answer can be affirmative. It will always be the case for simple tasks that CSR systems, with their simpler program organization, are more likely
to be adequate and costeffective. What is not known are the
tradeoffs
that
occur
with
large vocabulary English-like
languages in complex task situations.
The second question is how to simplify the structure of the
present SU systems while continuing to make effective use of
all the available knowledge. Wiu SU systems price themselves
out of the market by being more complex than most computer
programs we write? The present systems are large, unwieldy,
slow, and contain too many ad hoc decisions withoutthe
benefit of careful comparative evaluation of potential design
choices. This is to be expected given their pioneering status.
Once these systems are working, the most important task will
be to study design alternatives that w
li significantly reduce
the cost and/or increase the performance.
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111. SIGNALPROCESSINGFOR SPEECH
RECOGNITION
Oneof thefirst decisions to bemade in the design of a
speech recognitionsystem is how to digitize and represent
speech in the computer. The tutorial-review paper, “Parametric Representations of Speech” by Schafer and Rabiner [ 1371 ,
provides a comprehensive and in-depth treatment of the digital
techniques of speech analysis. Usually the first steps in the
recognition process are the divisionof the connected speech
into a sequence of utterances separated by pauses and the normalization of the signal to reduce variability due to noise and
speaker. In this section, we shall review the signal processing
techniques that have found to be useful in performing these
tasks. The books by Fant [391 and Flanagan [441 are recommended for those interested in a thorough understanding of
the theory and practice of speech analysis.
A . Parametric Analyses of Speech
Analysisof the speech signal was perhaps the single most
popular subject of the papers on speech research in the 1950’s
and 1960’s. The book by Flanagan [44] summarizes much of
this workandprovides
an excellent description of the most
commonly used speech analysis techniques, such as the shorttime spectrum, formants, zero-crossings, and so on. In recent
years, advances in computer architecture, graphics, and interactive use of systems have significantly altered the way speech
research is conducted [ 1051, andhave tilted the balance in
favorof digital rather than analog techniques. Herewewill
briefly mentionsome of the techniques that are commonly
used in speech recognitionresearch today.
The simplest digital representation of speech is pulse-code
modulation (PCM). The changes in air pressure caused by the
speechare sampled and digitized by acomputer using an
analog-todigital converter. The speech is sampled from six to
twenty thousandtimesa
second in speech recognition research,depending on thefrequency response desired. The
speech is usually quantized at 9 to 16bits per sample. Schafer
and Rabiner [ 1371 report that 11 bits is adequate for most
purposes. The highersampleaccuracyusedin
some systems
1771, [ 1751 provides for the wide dynamic range of signal levels observedacrossspeakers.
Conventionalautomatic gain
control techniques produce signal distortions and are not preferred by researchers. It is easier to throw away the unneeded
resolution later than to train speakers to speak at a uniform
level of loudness.
Given a linear PCM representation of speech, one can derive
other representations commonly used in speech recognition.
Most of these representations are based on theassumption that
parameters of speech remainunchangedover
ashort-time
period. The commonly
used short-time spectrum can be obtained using an analog fiiter bank or calculated from the PCM
speech using digital filteringtechniques orthe fast Fourier
transform (FFT).
Themost
widelyused
techniqueinspeechrecognition
systems today is the LPC technique pioneered by Atal [ 1I [SI and Itakura [68], [69],and extended by Markel [94] and
Makhoul [91]. The tutorial-review papers by Makhoul [92],
[93] discuss in detail theuse of this technique in speechanalysis and recognition.Thetheoreticalfoundations
ofLPC are
based on the fact that the model of an acoustic tube whose
input is impulses or low-levelnoise is mathematicallytractable, i.e., the important parameters of the tube can be determined from its output, and that the model is good enough in
estimating the response of the vocal tract. The basic ideal be-
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hind LPC is that, given the acoustic tube model of the vocal
tract, the present can be estimated from the immediate past,
i.e., a speech sample can be expressed as a linear function of
the preceding P speech samples. The coefficients of the linear
function are determined by least square error fitting of the
short-time speech signal.
Given
the coefficients, one can
derive other parametric representations of speech, such as
spectrum, formants, and vocal tract shape. Besides linear predictive coding (LPC), other commonly used parametric representations in speech recognition are the smoothed short-time
spectrum based on DFT processing [ 1751 and measurements
based on amplitude and zerocrossings [ 11 1. Silverman and
Dixon [ 1751 state that they have found DFT based processing
of speech to be more desirable in their system than LPC based
methods.
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short run but systematic studies intonoise normalization techniques and the factors affecting the potential tradeoffs will be
needed eventually.
Background Noise: This type of noise is usually produced
by air-conditioning systems, fans, fluorescent lamps, typewriters, computer systems, background conversation, footsteps, traffic, opening and closing doors, and so on. The delittle
signers of a speech recognition system usuallyhave
control over these in real-life environments. This type of noise
is additive in nature and usually steady state except for impulsenoise sources like typewriters. Depending on the environment, the noise levels will vary from about 60 dB (A) to
90 dB (A). Many of the noise sources have energies concentrated over certain portions of the spectrum and are generally
not representable by white-noise experiments.
The most commonly used technique to minimize the effects
B. End-Point Detection
of background noise is to use a head-mounted close-speaking
Division of connected discourse into utterances, i.e., detec- microphone. When a speaker is producing speech at normal
tion of the beginning and ending of individual phrases is usu- conversational levels, the average speech level increases by
ally called end-point detection. Accurate determination of the about 3 dB each time the microphone-to-speaker distance is
end points is not very difficult if the signal-to-noise ratio is reduced by an inch (when the distances are small). In absolute
high, say greater than 60 dB. But most practical speech recog- terms, the speech level is usually around 90 to 100 dB when
nition systems must work with much lower S/Nratios, some- the speaker-to-microphone distance is less than 1 in. Some
times as low as 15 to 20 dB. Under these conditions, weak systems use the so-called noise-canceling close-speaking microfricatives and low-amplitude voiced sounds occurring at the phones wvich are somewhat adaptive to the noise levels in the
end points of the utterance become difficult to detect,leading environment [ 1261. It is importantthat a close-speaking
to unacceptable error rates in high-accuracy systems. It is pos- microphone be head mounted; otherwise evenslightmovesible to detect end points accurately even in the presence of ment of the speaker relative to the microphone will cause large
noise by careful attention to the algorithms. Gold [ 5 11, fluctuations in the speech level.Close-speaking microphones
Vicens [ 1521, and Martin [96] report on specific algorithms may also exhibit somewhat poorer frequency response characteristics. Careful experimental studies are needed to determine
used by their systems.
The only careful study of this problem so far appears in a the microphone-related factors that affect the performance of
paper by Rabiner and Sambur [ 1 181. They use the overall a speech recognition system. Another method often used to
energy measure to locateanapproximate end-point interval reduce background noise derived from air conditioning, 6GHz
(N1, Nz) such that although part of the utterance may be out- electrical hum, etc., is to high-pass fiiter the signal. (Cut-off
side the interval, the actual end points are not within this in- frequency a80 to 120 Hz.)
Two signal processing techniques are generally used to norterval. Precise end points are obtained by extending this interval in both directions to include any lowamplitude unvoiced malize the spectra so as to reduce the effects of noise and disfricatives at the beginning and end using a strict threshold on a tortion: inverse filtering and spectrum weighting.Silverman
and Dixon [ 1751 use quadratic spectral normalizationto comzerocrossing measure.
Martin [96] reports on the use of a pattern matching tech- pensate for amplitude variations. Itakura 1701 uses a secondnique to distinguish speech sounds from breath noise, which order inverse filter based on the long-time spectrum of the enhas its own spectral characteristics. Vicens [ 1521 detects and tire utterance. This is intended to normalize the gross spectral
rejects high-energy impulse noises, such as opening of the lips distribution of the utterance. One could also use an inverse
filter based on the noise characteristics alone rather than the
(when using a close-speaking microphone) and teletypewriter
whole utterance.Spectrum weighting techniques attempt to
noise, by their very short durationfollowed by a long pause.
ignore those parts of the spectrum where the S/N ratio is low.
C. Noise Normalization
This can beachieved by subtraction of the log noise specThe single most important factor that affects the reliability trumfromthe
log speech spectrum. This is equivalent to
and repeatability of speech recognition systems at present is [St + N,] /N, where S, and N, are the short-time spectra of
the lack of proper attention to the sources of noise, i.e., back- speech and noise at time T,and N is the long-time average
ground noise, microphone (or telephone) frequency response, spectrum of the noise [ 1701. Another technique is to extract
reverberation noise, and noise from quantization and aliasing. featuresonlyfromthosefrequency
bands where the signal
Systems tend to be reliable as long as these sources of noise spectrum exceeds the noise spectrum by at least 6 dB or more.
are kept invariant, but show a signifcant drop inperformance The larger the difference, the less the impact due to noise.
Telephone Noise: Use of the telephone as the input device
as soon as thesituation is altered.There have been a few
studies on recognition in noisy environments [961, [ 1041, and for a speech recognition system introduces several problems:
300 to 3000 HZ, the
on the use of telephone as input device [ 381, [701. But there therestriction of thebandwidthto
uneven frequency response of the carbon microphone, burst
are many questionsthat still remain unanswered.
Many system designs respond to the problems of noise by noise, distortion,echo, crosstalk, frequencytranslation, enrefusing to deal with this source of variability and requiring a velope delay, clipping, and so on. It is notknownatthis
new training session each time the environment, the micro- time how each of these problems affects theaccuracy and perphone, or the speaker is changed. This seems acceptable in the formance of a system. In the case of isolated word recognition
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systems, we know [70] that there is little effect in the case of
relatively unambiguous vocabularies, but the accuracy drops
significantly for ambiguous words, like in the alphadigit list.
Further studies are needed to suggest noise normalization techniques whichwill improve the accuracy for telephone input
systems. Use of a different microphone headset connected to
the telephone systems and preemphasis and/or postemphasis
to normalize for the frequency response characteristics have
been suggested [ 38 1 . Techniques suggested for background
noise normalization wouldalso be applicable here.
ReverberationNoise: In roomswhich have hard reflecting
surfaces, there is a significant reverberant field. Unlike background noise, which is additive, reverberation is a multiplicative noiseand cannot easily be suppressed. If the reverberationmeasurement of an environmentindicatesa significant
reverberation component, acoustic treatmentof the room may
be necessary. One can reduce the effects of reverberation by
using a close-speaking microphoneandlocatingtheinput
station away fromhard reflecting surfaces if possible.
Sampling Effects: Speech input is filtered
by
passing
through a low-pass filter prior to the sampling process to eliminate undesired high frequencies (aliasing) of speech and high
frequencies of noise. Thecharacteristics of the filter, especially its rolloff near the cutoff frequency,
are superimposed
on the spectrum of the speech signal. It is not known whether
this has any signifcant effect ontheperformance
of the
system.
Future Directions: We do not yet have a clear idea of which
of the many possible techniques of noise normalization work
well and which donot,andwhatthe
accuracy and performancetradeoffsare.
We need manycarefulexperimental
studies.However,some
basic issues are clear, although very
few systems seem to have paid any attention to them. In highnoise environments, it will be difficult to detect, recognize,
anddistinguishbetween silence, weak fricatives (voiced and
unvoiced), voice bars, voiced and unvoiced /h/, and nasals in
willbe
some contexts. In systems using telephoneinputit
difficult to detect and distinguish between most stops, fricatives, andnasals.
System must provide for someform of
noise adaptation at the symbol (usually phonemic) matching
level if they are to be noise-insensitive.

IV. TASK-INDEPENDENT
KNOWLEDGE
There are many aspects of processing that are common to
both connected speech recognition (CSR) systems and speech
understanding (SU) systems.The associated knowledge and
techniques are: the speech sounds
and symbols (phones and
phonemes), features associated with speech sounds (acousticphonetics), rules governing the insertionsanddeletions
of
speech sounds(phonologicalrules),stressandintonation
patterns of speech (prosodics), and matchingof speech sounds
with higher level linguistic units (syllables andwords).The
knowledge associated with these techniquesis primarily dependent on the language and is usually independent of the task to
be performed. In this section we will present the knowledge,
techniques, and presentstate of accomplishment associated
withthesetask-independentaspects
of speech recognition,
i.e., phonemiclabeling, phonology, word hypothesis, andword
verification.
In the following discussion, the useof theterms phone,
phoneme, and syllable are somewhat different from the conin linguistic literature. In
ventional usageof
theseterms
linguistics, the use of these terms is motivated by either per-
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ceptual or articulatory (production) considerations.Our use
of theterms is acousticallymotivated.Thus
the minimally
distinctive character of a phoneme is based on acoustic considerations, i.e., two phonemes are distinct if they are acoustically separable. We choose to use the same terms rather than
inventsome new ones because the intent is the sameeven
through thecriteria for distinguishabilty are different.

A . Phonemic Labeling
We have already seen, while discussing the difficulties of
CSR systems(Section 11-B), thatsomeformof
signal-tosymboltransformation is necessary and thatattempting to
match using reference patterns (asin the case of word recognition) can lead to unwieldy andunextensible CSR systems.
The common technique adopted byCSR and SU systems is t o
attempt to transform the speech into a phonemic (or some
such) string, which is then matched to the expected phonesin
the word. This transformation of the speech signal intoa
sequence of phonemic'symbols usually involves feature detection, segmentation, and labeling. The tutorial-review paper by
Broad and Shoup [21 I presents some of the basic concepts
associated with the phonemic labeling problem. The book by
Fant [ 40 I provides a comprehensive discussion of the features
of speech sounds and their relationship
to phonemic labels.
Here we will outline the techniques useful in machine labeling
of speech.
Feature detection usually represents the detectionof silence,
voicing, stress, and so on. The purpose of segmentation is to
divide the continuous speech signal into discrete units based
on somemeasure of acousticsimilarity.
Labeling schemes
associate a phonemic symbol with each segmental unit.
Before
this symbol sequence can be used in matching, it is necessary
to apply phonological rules (Section I V B ) to combine segments, change labels based on context, delete segments such
as transitions, and so on.
Differentsystemsdotheseoperationsindifferentorders.
use the averaged segSomesystemssegmentthedatafirst,
mental parameters to detect features such as voicing and stress,
andthenattempt labeling. Othersystems classify and label
speech every 10 ms and use the resulting labels in segmentation. The former tends
to be less sensitive to noise and segmentboundaryeffects.Thecommonly
usedparadigm is to
detect features, then segment, andthen label.
Not all connected speech recognition systems use segmentation and labeling prior to matching. The Dragon system [9]
matches the phonemic representation of the word directly at
the 10-mslevel.Bakis
[ 121 reportssignificantlyimproved
performance on the continuous digit recognition experiment
using the segmentation-free word template matching technique.
However, such techniques are
likely to run into serious difficulties with large vocabularies involving a wide variety of
juncture phenomena.
1 ) Feature Extraction: There are a large number of potential features one can extract from speech [401. Many of these
tend to be unreliable,and it is difficult to devise detection
algorithms for them. Hughes andHemdal 1651and Itahashi
et al. [671 have attempteddetecting various distinctive features with a limited
success. However, certain basic features
are extracted by almost all the systems: silence, voicing, and
stress. These are usually based on two measurements: energy
and fundamental frequency (pitch period)
of the speech signal. SchaferandRabiner [ 1371 presentthe basic concepts
and techniques useful in extracting energy and pitch measure-
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ments. One common measure of energy is to sum the absolute
values of the speech samples over a 5-ms region. The papers
bySondhi[1471,
Gold and Rabiner 1521, and Gillmann
[SO], provide several alternate techniques for extracting pitch
periods.
Silence detection is usually based on a threshold applied to
the energy function. Weinstein et
[ 1591 use a threshold of
about 3 dB over the background noise level. When the energy
f&
below t f i thresholdit is classified as a silence. The
silence segment is then
extended
on
both
sides as long as the
energy intheadjacent
frames stays below a slightly higher
threshold.
Voicing decision is usually based onthe results ofpitch
extraction. If the period shows wide variability, it is treated as
unvoiced [521. In addition,concentration of energy in the
high-frequency regions (3700-5000 Hz) when compared with
low-frequency regions (100-900 Hz) is also an indication of
unvoicing [ 1591.
Stress decisions are usually based both on energy and on the
pitchperiod. Muchof therecentworkon
stressed syllable
detection is based on the work by Lea e t al. [ 791, [8 1I . Lea
gives an algorithm fordetecting stressed syllables fromthe
rise-fall patterns of the pitch period ( F o ) contours and the
local maxima of energy. Although FO contours fall gradually
in each breath group,
it is possible to detect those maxima
related to stress and they usually show rises over the gradually
falling contour.
In addition to such primary features, several systems [ 1361,
[ 127I use other measures such as normalized linear prediction
error, frequency of 2-pole linear prediction model, first autocorrelationcoefficient,and
energy in the 5-10-kHz region.
Each of thesefeatures measures somequality of the signal
such as lack of high-frequency energy or presence of voicing.
2 ) Segmentarion: It is often said that“the problemwith
segmentation is that you can’t segment.” That is to say, there
is no simple machinealgorithm whichwill give phonemic
boundaries. However, if one is satisfied with acoustic boundaries, i.e., boundaries associated with significant changes in the
acoustic characteristics of speech, then it is possible to devise
automatic algorithms to segment speech. The papers by Fant
and Lindblom [ 42 I , Reddy [ 1 191,Reddy and Vicens l125 1 ,
Tappert et al. [ 1481, Dixon and Silverman 1301, [31I , Baker
[1 1
I , and Goldberg [ 53 I illustrate several attempts to segment
connected speech into phonemic units with the understanding
that somephonemicboundaries
maybemissed
andsome
acoustic boundaries maybe inserted where there are no phonemic boundaries.
Why is segmentation difficult? Figs. 16 and17(from
Goldberg [ 531 ) give examples where a boundary may be missing or added based onacoustic evidence. Fig. 16 gives the
oscillogram of part of the wordsequence ‘been measured.’
Note that it is impossible to say where /n/ ends and /m/ begins
(vide thetime period 12 1to132centiseconds).The
labels
indicatedatthebottom
of the figure indicate an arbitrary
choice on the part of the human segmenter. Fig. 17 contains
part of the waveformof the word‘samples’ and the corresponding spectrogram. Note that there
is a significant variation in the parameters in the last 4 centiseconds (from 75 to
79) of the vowel resulting from coarticulation. Any attempt
to ignore this variation can lead to errors in other contexts. A
segmentation program based on acoustic measurements would
normally insert an extra segment even though there is not a
corresponding phoneme.

1

Fig. 16. Example of missing phoneme boundary, showing oscillogram
(waveform)plot of part ofthe wordsequence‘‘beenmeasured-”
Time scale is indicated on the first line below the plot in centisecond
units. Second line shows a manually derived marker indicating which
part of thewaveformbelongs
to“been” and which part to “measured”(only parts of eachword are visibleintheplot).
Third line
shows
derived
indicating
where
various phonemes
belonging to thewordsbegin
and end. The endingphoneme /n/ of
the word “been” is assimilated with the beginning phoneme
/m/ of
theword“measured”
as can be seen fromthe lack of anyvisible
indicationinthewaveform.Boundaryindicatedattime
128 cs represents an arbitrary choice on the part of the human segmenter.
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Fig. 17. Exampleindicatingpossibility
o f extra acoustic segments for a given
phonetic segment. The waveform plot
is similar t o the one described in Fig.
16. Thevowel /ae/ hassignificantly
different parameters for the last 5 0 ms
or so (fromtimeunit
7 5 onwards)
making it acandidatefor
an extra
acoustic boundary.

There are many times when a boundary is expected but itis
difficult to say exactly where it should be placed because of
continuousvariation. Fig. 18illustratesanexample
of this.
Looking atthe waveform and thespectrogramforpart
of
the word ‘ratio,’ it is difficult to say where /i/ ends and / o / beg i n s . Again the boundary indicated (* on line 3 between /i/
and lo/ at time 324) representsan arbitrary choice on the part
of the human segmenter. If a machine segmentation program
should place that boundary marker at aslightly different position (or time unit), it does not necessarily indicate an error of
segmentation. In general, one willobserve a fewmissing
phonemic boundaries, some extra boundaries, and some cases
in which the location of the boundary is shifted. These do not
necessarily represent errors, but rather arise from the nature
of the acoustic phenomenaassociated with phonemic symbols.
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boothconditionswith
high qualityequipment.
A single
speaker was used and speaker specific training was employed.
The segmenter also makes useofspeech
specific knowledge
at thephonetic level.DixonandSilverman
reportthat recent work has further reduced these error rates
to 5 percent
6 missed and 6 percent extra.
Baker [ 1 1 ] reports 9.3 percentmissed with 17.6 percent ex5tra segments for 21 6 segments in 5.sentences spoken by 4
4male
and
one female
speaker.
Recording
conditions and
equipment varied, and no speaker specific information at the
3phonetic level wasused. Thereferentsegmentation used in
2Baker’s study included all segments indicated at the phonemic
level. Hence,omissionsof sounds by the speakersmayhave
1caused slightly highermissed segmentratesthan
wouldbe
-7-1-1
shown with aless conservative referent.
Goldberg [531 reports a 3.7 percent missed and 27.6 percent
extra segments for1085 segments in 40 sentencesspoken
(-65 dB (A)) using a close
under terminal room conditions
r ’
$24
h
c,
h
r
i
speaking microphone. Trainingwas speaker specific and no
speech specific knowledgewas employed.Thesystem
was
Fig. 18. Example o f hard-to-placeboundaries. The waveformplot is
tested for several speakers with similar results. Goldberg introsimilar to the one described in Fig. 16. Note that it is difficult to say
duces a model from
signal detection theory to quantify the
where /i/ ends and lo/ begina in the word ‘‘ratio’’-boundary could be
missedversus
extra segment tradeoff. By adjustinga few
placed anywhere between time unit 324 and 330.
thresholds, error rates (predicted
by the model) of 11.7 percent
missed
and
1
1.7
percent
extra
can be achieved.
Anotherproblemwithsegmentation
is devising anappro3) Labeling: Labeling is the process by which each segment
priate acoustic similarity measure which indicates a boundary
if and only if there is significant acoustic change. It is dif- is assigned a label. This can be done either heuristically [73],
ficult to express in algorithm from intuitive notions of wave- [ 1201 , [ 1361 , [ 1591 , based on speech specific information,
or by using a nearest neighbor pattern classification technique
form similarity.
Segmentationtechniques:
Amplitude(orenergy)
is the [531,orboth [311.
As in every other aspect of speech recognition, it is difficult
single most important measure in segmentation [ 1 191. It can
to
attempt comparative
evaluation
of different labeling
be used to detect many of the boundaries. Sometimes it leads
that affectaccuracyand
to extra segments in fricative sounds and missing segments in schemes. Therearethreefactors
vowel/liquid sequences. Spectral characteristics of the sounds computation time of a labeling procedure: number of labels,
numberofalternate
choices,and
the correctnesscriteria.
can be used t o find additional boundaries that are missed by
Weinstein
e
t
al.
[
1591
report
results
of labeling accuracy for
the gross segmentation based on amplitude. This additional
segmentationmay
bebased
on heuristictechniques
using about 20 or the 35 APEL labels used in the Lincoln system.
[ 3 11use 34 different phonemic class
speech specific information [31], [32],[ 1361, [ 1591, oralgo- DixonandSilverman
rithmic techniques based on a similarity metric on the param- labels in their system. Goldberg [531 uses about 70 labels to
accountfor various allophonic variations. The fiier the deeter space [53]. The lattertechniquepermitsexperimentation with and evaluationof different parametric representations sired phonemic transcription, the lowerthe accuracy.
The second factor that affects apparent accuracyof labeling
ofspeech. The instantaneous frequency representation [ 11 ]
is the branching factor, i.e., the number of alternate labels
yields themostaccurateboundariesinnonsonorantspeech
assigned to a segment, and is indicative of the degreeof in(within 1 or 2 ms).
If you permita large number of
Fig. 19 shows typical segment boundaries
placedby a ma- decision ofanalgorithm.
chine segmenter [ 531. The labels on the thirdand fourth rows alternative choices, the correct label will appearsooner or
under the waveforms in Fig. 19 show the human segmentation later. Fig. 2 1 (from Goldberg [53I ) illustrates the effects of
and labeling given for the utterance. Thevertical lines indicate the branching factor and the number of labels on accuracy.
machine segmentation.Note that there are manymore ma- The figure shows that the labeling accuracy increases sharply
chine segments than there are phonemicboundaries. Exami- when one considers several alternative choices. For example,
nation of the waveform and spectrograms in the f i i r e shows the correct label appears as one of the choices 70-80 percent
that many of the extra segments are in fact not errors in seg- of the time if one considers 5 alternative choices (out of a posmentationbutaconsequence
of intraphone variability and sible 40) whereas it is the top choice only about 35 percent of
the time.
transitions between phones.
The third and perhaps the most
elusive factor is the label
Performance: Therearemanyfactors
which must be considered intheevaluation of segmentation programs.Fig. 20 assigned t o a segment by a human subject t o be used for the
presents a list of some of the more important ones. Since re- evaluation of the machine labeler. Dixon et 01. [ 1741, [ 1441
discuss the need for objective phonetictranscriptionand
portedperformanceevaluationsofdifferent
programsmay
reliable performancestatistics.
deal with only a few of these factors, direct comparisons are itsimportanceinobtaining
difficult to make.
Shockey and Reddy [ 1421 show that subjective judgments of
Dixon and Silverman [ 3 1) report 6.9 percent missed seg- phoneticians seem to agree among themselves only about 51
ments with 10.5 percent extra segments over 6175 segments percent of the time whenlabeling spontaneousconnected
(8.5 min of speech). Recordingswere
madeundersound
speech in unfamiliar languages. Most of this variability is at-
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tributable t o the unfamiliarity with the language and the undistinctive character of many ofthe sounds in connected
speech spoken by a native speaker. Carterette [22] says that
phoneticians disagree on phonemic labels up to 20 percent of
the time on a familiar language. Shoup [ 1431 says that phoneticians with similar training and background disagree less than
10 percent of the time on phonetic labels while transcribing a
familiar language. It is not known at this time how often the
higher level linguistic cues are instrumental in determining the
phone label and how often all the relevant information is available in the actual speech signal itself. Since we need some form
of human segmentation and labeling to compare machine labeling with, it isclear that the accuracies reported are only as
good as the manually derived labels we start with. Fig. 19 illustrates some of the problems with perceptual judgments associated with manually derived labels.
Some systems [ 1591, [ 1661 attempt speaker normalization
based on vocal tract length estimates [ 1551 or a vowel normalization procedure proposed by Gerstman [49]. The latter
procedure observes the rangeofvalues
for formant1 and
formant 2, and uses a linear scaling technique based on these
values. Other systems [30], [ 531achieve speaker normalization by using speakerdependent prototype reference patterns
associated with each label. Note that speaker normalization
may be necessary and useful at many other levels besides the
labelinglevel.Fig.
3 indicates many of the potential sources
of improvement. In addition to vocal tract variations, one has
to consider dialectal variations, vocabulary and grammatical
preferences of the user, and a psychological model of the user
predicting what action hemight take next.
Performance: There are a few performance evaluations of
labeling schemes givenin theliterature [ 3 11, [461, [ 531,
[ 1201, [ 1591. Of these, the performance results givenby
Dixon and Silverman [ 3 1 ] are the most comprehensive so far
and are representative of the state of accomplishment to date
in labeling connected speech. Dixon and Silverman report
6 1.7 percent accuracy at the phoneme level and 88.6 percent
accuracy at the phoneme-class level.

B. Phonological Rules
In the preceding section, we saw how a speech utterance is
segmented and each segment is labeled with one (ormore) of a
set of phonemic symbols. Here we will give some examples of
knowledge and rules that have been found to be useful in
combining and relabeling segmental units(with essentially
phonemic labels). In natural continuous speech, the influence
of surrounding vowels and consonants and stress patterns can
lead to insertions and deletions of segments or variation in the
expected acoustic characteristics of phonemes. The rules that
govern this behavior are called phonological rules. Papers by
Cohen and Mercer [ 241 and Oshika e t al. [ 1121 provide many
examples of the nature and use of phonological rules in speech
recognition systems.
Fig. 12 illustrates the need for rules that combine adjacent
segments into largersized units. Inthe word “about” the
diphthong /awl is usually divided into two or more segments.
Given the labels (or features) of individual segments, one can
define diphthong detection rules which will combine the segments into larger units when an appropriate sequence of labels
occurs. Often the onghde and offglide portion of a vowel
are indicated as separate segments. In this case these segments
are deleted using segment deletion rules. In Fig. 12, the initial
part of /aa/ in “all” is an example of an onglide which has no
phonemic significance of its own.
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Fig. 22 gives some examples of insertion,deletion, and
change rules that are used in CSR and SU systems. The comments associated with each rule explain the applicability of
that rule. It is estimated that a few hundred such rules may be
needed to explain the commonly occurring phonological
variations.
Segment insertion rules are sometimes used to propose extra
phonemic boundaries where no acoustic boundaries exist.
Fig. 16 shows an example of word juncture where the ending
sound of one word is the same as (or similar to) the beginning
segment of the following word. This usually leads to a single
longer duration acoustic segment. If theduration exceeds a
threshold for that class of speech sounds, an extra boundary
may be inserted (usually at the midpoint) to facilitate word
matching.
Fig. 23 (from Oshika e t nl. [ 1 121) illustrates the phonological variation that ispervasive in natural continuous speech.
Notice the significantchanges in the formant trajectories as
one goes from isolated words to connected speech. It is
especially noticeable in the realization of the words “you” and
“the” inthe connectedutterance. In both these cases, the
expected vowel characteristics have been significantly altered
becauseof thecontext and stress. Any attempttofind
a
/u/-like sound in “you” during the word matching would lead
to the rejection of that word as a possible choice forthat
portion of the utterance.
Fig. 23 also illustrates several other phonological phenomena. Notethat a frication segment is inserted atthe
juncture of the words “did you” (pronounced as“did ja”)
where there was none in the isolated words. The fricative
sounds at the juncture of “refresh screen” are merged into a
single /sh/ sound, leading to the deletion of a segment. Oshika
et al. [ 1 121 and Cohen andMercer [24] provide a detailed
discussion of the specification and use of phonological rules in
speech recognition systems.
C. Prosodics
Prosodic features of speech, Le., stress, intonation, rhythm,
pauses, and tempo, augment the syntactic and semantic structure of language in helping to communicate the intended
message. Stress patterns of speech help t o distinguish between
“light housekeeper” and “lighthouse keeper.” Intonation
helps to distinguish between “I will move, on Saturday” and
‘‘I will move on, Saturday.” Rhythm in speech is illustrated
by the example “John, who was the best boy in school, got
the medal” where one usuallyobserves an increase in the
speech rate during the production of the parentheticalrelative
clause (almost as though each constituent of the sentence has
t o &.serve an equal-time rule). Tempo of speech and pauses
provide additional distinctive patterns helpfulin the interpret*
tion of spoken language. These and other examples of prosodic
knowledge, given in Lea e t al. [ 8 1I , illustrate the importance
of prosodics in speech understanding research.
Stress and pause structure have been used to determine
syntactic boundaries in utterances [811, [ 821, [ 11 11. Although the boundaries cannot beplaced exactly,they do
indicate thegeneral area within the utterancewhere a syntactic
boundary may be expected. Rising and falling patterns of
pitch contours have been used to determine whether an utterance is a question or an assertion. Research is presently
under way [81] to determine other acoustic correlates of
contrastingpatterns of intonation,rhythm, and tempoin
speech.
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Fig. 22. Some typical phonological rules. (Compiled from Cohen and Mercer [ 241, Erman
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Fig. 23. Spectrograms of the words “did you see it on the refresh screen?” said in isolation, compared with spectrogram of the words in the continuous phrase. Note the significant differences in acoustic characteristics of the words “you” and “the” in the connected speech compared to
the correspondipg kdated words. (From Oshika et d. [ 112 ]

.)

FutureDirections: It has been said that“prosodics play
the role inspoken language that ‘space’ plays in written
language..” If this is so, we have been slow in making effective
use of this source of knowledge. To be sure, amplitude(which
is ameasure of stress) has been used insegmentationand
stress detection for a long time, but we are only just beginning
t o exploreother uses of stress andintonation-related phenomena. Forgie [45] suggests that much of the nonlinguistic
phenomena such as hesitation and stutter may be detectable

from prosodic patterns of speech. This would make it easier
to detect and ignore some of the speech-like noises and other
nongrammaticality in spoken utterances. These considerations
make prosodics an important area of study in speech recognition research.

D. Word Hypothesis
As the vocabularies get larger, it becomes expensive to match
all the possible words that may appear in a given part of the
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tions of a word with associated transition probabilities, a
dynamic programming technique is used to perform matching
left-to-right in a best-first manner. The best phonemic match
and the corresponding likelihood are determined by matching
all the possible phonemic variations of the word with the unknown segmental phoneme string. This technique, being
more mathematically tractable, will probably become the
standard technique in word matching. However, careful training procedures are needed t o establish the transition probabilities in the graph representation of alternative pronunciations.
Analysis-by-Synthesis: Klatt
[75]
proposes the use of
analysis-by-synthesis as the principal technique for word verification. He feels that phonological phenomena such as vowel
reduction, flapping, palatalization, etc., are basically generative
in nature and cannot be easily captured in terms of analytic
rules. Klatt and Stevens’ study of spectrogram reading I761
demonstrates the difficulty. In that study only 77 percent
of
the segments were correctly (or partially correctly) labeled
during the analysis phase, while 97 percent of the words were
correctly identified during verification.
Some form ofanalysis-by-synthesis
procedure seemsessential to transform an abstract representation of a word into
an acoustic representation suitable for matching with the
acoustic parametrization of the unknownutterance.Klatt
gives the structure and description of an analysis-by-synthesis
system which can be used as
a word verification component.
(see also Section IX of Jelinek [ 721 .)
E. WordVerification
FutureDirections:
Whether matching must occur at the
as
in
the
case of analysis-by-synthesis, to achieve
signal
level,
Matching and verification of hypothesized words, given the
acoustic evidence fromanunknown
utterance, isbasic t o accurate recognition will depend on the successachieved by
almost all speech recognition systems. Inconnected speech the heuristic and stochastic matching techniques. One would
this usually implies matching the expected phonemic realiza- also have t o investigate the store versus compute tradeoff in
tions of a given word with an unknown phonemic string pos- determining whether one can store a set of synthesized (or
sibly containinginsertion,deletion,andsubstitution
errors. learned) reference patterns as in the case of word recognition
necessary juncture rules of course) or
Here we will illustrate the techniques employed by looking at systems (withthe
the structure of three word verification techniques: heuristic whether it isnecessary to synthesize them each time. This
matching[35],[55],stochasticmatching[71],[150],[172], would depend on the degree of variability and the number of
reference patterns needed to cover the rangeofvariability
and analysis-by-synthesis [ 751, [ 121 .
Heuristic Matching: Many of the connected speech recogni- expected for each word. A mixed strategy in which those
tion systems use this type of matching. Hall [551 of Lincoln words thatexhibit significant variability (such as function
Laboratories gives one of the clearest descriptions of the basic words) are verified by analysis-by-synthesis technique while
techniques involved. Matching process must account for three all others are verified by one of the other techniques might
types of errors: some of the symbols in the phonemic string be desirable.
may be spurious (insertionerror); some of the expected
V. TASK-DEPENDENT
KNOWLEDGE
phonemes may’ be missing as a result of incorrect segmentation,or a result of beingunsaid by the speaker (deletion
Specifying the task to be performed by a speech recognition
error); or phonological context may have caused the segment system involves defining the vocabulary to be used, the gramto be identified as a differentphonemetype
(substitution matical structure of legal or acceptable sentences (syntax),
error).
the meaning and interrelationships of words within a sentence
The basic matching techniques involves aligning the phone- (semantics), and the representation and use of context dependmic spellingof the word to be matched with the segmental ing on the conversation (pragmatics). Some recognition sys(phone-like) labels while allowing forthe
possibility that tems choose to ignore oneor more of these KS’s, partly
some of the above types of error may have occurred. Align- because the notions of semantics and pragmatics are somement is usuallybased on the notion of “anchorpoints” in what illdefined and ill-understood at present, and partly
which stressed vowels and sibilants which are much less likely because not all the KS’s are necessary if the task is suffito be missed are aligned first, followed by the alignment of ciently restricted. The tutorial-review paper by Woods [ 1671
the remaining vowels and consonants. Once the alignment is presents a clear discussion of the role of syntax and semantics
completed, the degree of similarity between the word and the in speech. In this section, wewill illustrate how these taskunknown phonemic string is defined as a weighted sum of the dependent KS’s help to restrict and reduce the combinatorial
individual phoneme versus segment label similarity values. explosion resulting from theerroranduncertainty
of the
These similarity measures are usually available as a confusion choices at thelower levels.
A major component of an SUS is to understand and respond
matrix generated from a set of manually labeled training data.
Stochastic Matching: This type of matching is used in the to a message. There is a large body of literature on language
IBMsystem[72],[150],[172]andintheDragonsystem[7]. understanding that is relevant. The books edited by Minsky
Given a finte-staterepresentation of alternative pronuncia- [ 1021, Simon [ 1451, Rustin [ 1331, Colby and Shank [ 1381,

utterance.In large vocabulary systems, the phonemic string
is used to generate hypotheses for plausible words in a given
location which are then verified by various higher level processes and/or more expensive low-level verifiers. There are two
techniques presently being used in SU systems [ 1001, [ 1301,
[ 1461.
Rovner er al. [ 1301 use partial sequences of phonemic descriptions and the expected phonemic patterns of the vocabulary to retrieve words from the lexicon thatmatchthe
acoustic characteristics of the signal to some specified degree.
The class of words scanned may be delimited by explicit
enumeration, class membership,orphonemic
length. Appropriate word boundary rules are used whenever an adjacent
word is known.
Smith’s
word
hypothesizer [ 1461 detects syllables and
uses themto
retrieve and verify words that have matchingsyllable types.The
syllable type is hypothesized using
a Markov probability model to relate a sequence of phones
to a sequence of states defining a syllable type. For each
stressed syllable type,
the
program looks up all the
words containing the samesyllable type usingan inverted
lexicon, prunes away multisyllable words that do not match
with adjacent syllable hypotheses, and rates and hypothesizes
the remaining words. Smith reports that the program locates
the correct word within the first two choices about 59 percent
of the time given a 275-word vocabulary.
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Fig. 24. Phonemic subgraph of theword “approrche3” showing pooibk speaker vuirtioa. Bnnchea comsponding to machine error phonemslla and indkatiom of tccond-orda conrtriint have been omitted for clarity ofrepresentation. (From Paul et al. [ 1141

.)

tion of many alternate pronunciations of “approaches” in the
networkform.Stressand
syllable boundaryinformation is
also usually entered m the lexicon.
The lexical entries are sometimes preanalyzed to determine
3.32
10
0.25
1.I8
all the words that have the same syllabletype and represented
4.70
26
2.63
S.39
as an inverted dictionary where one can look up all the words
that have the same syllable. This type of representation is
S.17
24
2.29
4.89
useful in generating word hypothesesbased on the phonesand
2.87
7.30
1.37
3.32
syllables observed in the symbolic representation of the unknown utterance.
2.Y
7.18
Ambiguity: We saw in Section I1 how a system which gives
3.36
12.61
99 percent accuracy on a 200-word multisyllable vocabulary
7.32
2.872
can drop to 89 percent accuracy on a36-word alphadigit
list.
This is because theletters of thealphabet(whenpro5.21
37 .OO
1.92
3.78
nounced as “aye,” “bee,” “cee,” * * * ) are highly confusable.
It is thus important to know not only thesize of a vocabulary
Fig. 25. Confusability o f somecommon vocabularies.(From Goodbut also a measure of itsconfusability.Goodman
1541 has
man [ 541 .) The f m t two columns show the entropy per word (is..
of several vocabularies using both
average number of bits it takes to represent a word in the Imguage) studiedtheconfusability
and the equivalent branching factor. The last two columnr, show the theoretical and experimentalmethods.
Fig. 25summarizes
confusrbility o f the same vocabulary in terms,of entropy (of a noisy
his
results
for
several
task
domains.
The f i t two
some
of
channel) and branching factor. Note thattheconfusabiiity
of the
digits vocabulary is low whiletheconfusability
of thealphabet
columns show the entropy per word (i.e., average number of
(‘‘aye,” %?e,” . . .) is much higher. Note that the average branching
bits required to represent a word in the language) and equivafactors of the languages used by the systems shown in Figs.9 and 11
lent branching factor. Thus for the digit sequence recognition
are all l a s than 10 except for the extended Lincoln task.
task, where any of the 10 digits can follow at every choice
point, the average branching factor is 10. However, the conShank [ 1391, and Bobrow andCollins [ 191 contain a number fusabiIiG-ofthe digits vocabulary‘\,isnot very high. Using the
of the important papers in the natural language understanding notion of entropy of a noisy channel, Goodman shows that,
area. In this section, we will restrict ourselves to those aspects from aconfusabilitypoint
of view, the average branching
of the taskdependent knowledge that are directly relevant to factor for the digit task is only 1.18. For the spelling task
the problem of recognition of the utterance.
is much
(i.e,, alphabetrecognitiontask),theconfusability
higher, with a branching factor of 5.39.
A . Vocabulary
Effect of Vocabulary Size on Accuracy: There have been no
The primary sourceof restriction in most speech recognition systematicstudiesinthis
area. TheLincoln system perforsystems is the vocabulary. Performance of a systemis not only mance drops from 49 percent sentence accuracy to 28 percent
affected by the size and dialectal variations of the vocabulary when the vocabulary increases from 237 words to 41 1 words.
words. Themain
but also by theconfusabilityamongthe
(Note that the complexityof the language, as measured by the
design choice associated with this level is the representation
average branchingfactor, has also increased. Fig.25 shows
of alternative pronunciationsof the words. If the task permits, that the branching factor
increased from 7.32 to 12.61-almost
one might also wish to select words so as to minimize the proportional to the increase in vocabulary in this case.) The
confusability among them.
Hearsay-I system shows a similar drop in performance ingoing
Representation of PhonemicVariation: Mostof us know from 30 to 194 words. What seems to be important is not so
that words are pronounced differently in different contexts.
muchthe size butratherthe confusability. In vocabularies
The phrases “David and Robert” and “ F a n chips” illustrate that have not been carefully preselected, i.e., they might be
two different pronunciations of “and.” The word “mostly” is assumed to have about the same percentage of words that are
sometimes pronounced without the It/,
as “mosly.” What is confusable, doubling the size of vocabulary seems to double
not commonly realized is that much of this variability is rule the error rate. This linear increase is contrary to the earlier
governed and can be predicted by a ‘set of phonological rules expectations that, as the vocabularies get larger, confusability
[24], [ 1121. Starting with a phonemic
base form, one can among words (and hence the error rate) would only grow less
linear increase should not be of
create a l l possible alternative pronunciations. Early attempts than linearly. However, this
represented each phonemic variation as a separate entry in the concern if CSR systems can approachthe accuracies being
achieved bywordrecognitionsystems,
i.e., greater than 99
lexicon, but most present systems use a more compact network representation. Fig. 24 [ 1141 illustrates the representa- percent accuracy at theword level.
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Future Directions: Assuming that current trends in research
and technology will continue, there is no reason, in principle
at least, why we should not look toward unlimited vocabulary
recognition systems. However, this will require significant
advances indictionaryrepresentation, word hypothesis,and
word verification. There areseverallarge
phonemic dictionaries of Englishavailable in computer readable form [ 571.
Words thatdonot
exist can be added using grapheme-tophoneme translation techniques (see the paper by Jon Allen in
this issue). Special techniques have to be devised to produce
compact and easily retrievable representations of a dictionary
containing on the orderof a million entries.
Unstressed function words will always be a problem, whether
we have a 1000-word system or an unlimited vocabulary system. To establish the feasibility of unlimited vocabulary
recognition, we need to consider only the problems of locating
and recognizing the rest of the words which can be expected
to have at least one stressed syllable. Given the present and
projected performances of word hypothesis procedures, fewer
thanone thousand of the million words are likely t o be
hypothesized around each stressed syllable. This candidate list
can be further pruned to 10 or 20words using stochastic word
verification procedures discussed in Section IV. At this point
the remaining words willhave fine differences, such as between the words sir and slit. These will require analysis-bysynthesis, matching with prestored reference patterns for syllables, or some such technique. Any further ambiguities at
this stage and prediction and detection of unstressed function
words will require the active mediation of higher level processes, such as pragmatics.

B. Syntax
The grammatical structure of sentences can be viewed as
principally a mechanism for reducing search by restricting the
number of acceptable alternatives. Given a vocabulary of size
N , if onepermitsany word to follow any other word such
as “sleeproses dangerously young colorless,” the number of
possible sentences would be of the order NL for utterances of
less than L words in length.Syntacticstructure imposes an
ordering and mutuallyinterdependent
relationships among
words such that only a subset of the NL is in fact possible.
For example, the IBMNew Raleigh task [ 101 containing
250 words permits only 1.4 X lo’ sentences of the possible
2508 (-lo1’), thereby reducing the search space by a factor of
10”. A more meaningful measure for CSR systems is the
average branching factor of the grammar,i.e., the average
number of alternative word hypotheses possible at each point
in the grammar. For the IBMNew Raleigh task, this is about
8 out of the possible 250 words (with a maximum branching
factor of about 24). Baker and Bahl [ 101 measure the complexity of a grammar in terms of the entropy of a word in the
language. Forthe IBM task,theentropy
was 2.87. (Note
2mtropy is also a measureof the average branching factor of
the grammar.) One must also consider the confusability
among the alternative words at each choice point. Fig. 25
(from [ 541 ) shows the entropy and the average branching factor that can be expected as a result of the confusability of the
vocabulary. Note that the average branching factors for several
of the systems discussed in Section I1 are all less than 10.
Woods [ 1651 proposes four categories to measure the constraint provided by a given grammar. The first two categories
are finite-state grammars, the first one having a small branching factor (usually less than 30 at each choice point) and the
second one havinglarge branching factors (greater than 400
words at some choice points). Category 111 systems are arti-

ficiallanguages characterized by context-free grammars permitting recursion, and having large branching factors. Category
IV systems are approximations to natural English grammars
with considerably larger search space than even category 111.
Most systems built to data tend to be of the category I type.
Robinson [ 1291 argues that the representation of grammar
based on written language is likely to be of limited use. She
proposes that the discovery of rules governing spoken language
behavior and the development of performance grammars
should be based on systematic study of conversational speech.
She demonstrates some of the strategies and constraints operating in performance(and the rule-governedregularities they
produce) by analysis of several task-oriented dialogs.
Representation: The most commonly used representation
for grammars is some form of network representation. Woods
[ 1671 uses augmented transitionnetwork (ATN) grammars.
An ATN consists of a finitestatetransition diagram with
embedded recursion added, and a set of registers which can
hold arbitrary pieces of treestructure and canbe modified
depending on the actions (programs) associated with the arcs
of the grammar. The ATN formalism is known to have the
linguistic adequacy of a transformational grammar while providing more of the efficiency needed in parsing algorithms.
The papers by Bates [ 15 1, [ 161, and Paxton [ 1 15 ] contain
examples of the representation and use of transition network
grammars.
Baker [ 7 I and Jelinek, Bahl, and Mercer [ 7 1 ]view grammar
as a probabilistic function of a Markov process and represents
it as a finitestate network with transition probabilities including the self-transition probability (providing for recursion).
Fig. 26 givesan illustration of Baker’s representation of the
chess grammar (transition probabilities not shown). This representation permits the Dragon system to determine the optimal match for the utterance using the dynamic programming
algorithm.
C. Semantics

Theterm
semantics means different things to different
people. Here we use the term to denote the rules and relationships associated with the meaning of symbols. By this we
mean the rules of language which tell us that the sequence of
words “colorless yellow ideas” is not meaningful. It is not
always possible to detect semantic inconsistency by looking at
adjacent wordpairs as inthe previous example. Thestatements “Give me about a yard” and “Tell me about Tom” are
acceptable, but “Giveme about Tom” is not. Given a set of
possibly disjoint words, semantic information must determine
whether they are compatibleand meaningful. The role of
semantics in the recognition aspects of an SUS is analogous to
that of syntax, i.e., it provides a mechanism for reducing search
by restricting thenumber of acceptable alternatives. The
papers by Woods [ 1671, Nash-Webber [ 103I , and Hendrix
[60] illustrate the uses of semantic knowledge in speech
understanding systems.
The principal technique used to represent this KS is a
semantic net. Fig. 27 gives thestructure of a semantic net
fragment used by Hendrix [ 61 I . A semantic net is used to
representobjects, relationships amongobjects, events, rules,
and situations. Such
a net can be used t o predict or verify
possible wordhypotheses in an unknownutterance. Given
the concepts of content and contains and the meaning of the
word “in,” one may accept the statement “The bolts are in
the box” and reject “The box is in the bolts” using such a
semantic net.
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Fig. 26. Fragment of network grammar for Chess. (From Baker [ 71 .)
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TIMES

Fig. 28. User-oriented discourse model. (From Woods e t aL [ 1691 .)

second question one is asking for John‘s weight even though it
does notappearexplicitly.
In the thirdquestion,doesthe
term “his” refer to Tom or John? It is ambiguous, but the
most plausible interpretation is that it refers to John,the subject of theimmediately preceding utterance.Interpretation
and validation of such questions based on pragmatics of the
Fig. 27. Part of a typical semantic net. (From Hendfix [
situation require the representation of dialog so that missing
constituents can be inferred. Deutsch 1291 uses a tree structure representation scheme for
handling simple forms of elThe chess task used byHearsay4 [ 123I illustrateshow
knowledge aboutthe partially recognized utterance can be lipsis and anaphora.
used to constrain the hypotheses to a small set of words. For
The other main role of pragmatics is to predict the user
example, given that a word such as “captures”or“takes”
behavior (user model) based on the dialog. Fig. 28 is a transiappears in the partially recognized utterance, this information tion network diagram indicating the common modes of intercan be used to further restrict the search to the capturemoves action found in travel budget management dialog [ 1671. It
in a particular board position. This restricted set of moves is illustrates various possible modes of interaction of the user
used to give high semanticpreference tothe key content such as: user adds a new item to the data base, system points
out contradiction, user asks a question, system answers, user
words that may occur in the capturemoves.
makes a change, and so on. If the pragmatic knowledge can
D. Pragmatics and Discourse Analysis
accurately ascertain the state of the user, it can beused to
The term pragmatics usually leads to even more confusion achieve syntactic subselection, i.e., only a small set of all the
and misunderstanding than semantics. Here we use it to mean possible grammatical constructs would be likely in that situahave any system whichhas made efconversationdependent
contextual
information,
i.e., task- tion. We donotyet
related information accumulated so far through man-machine fective use of user models, but several are attempting to doso.
dialog. At a given point in the conversation, the user may use
VI. SYSTEMORGANIZATION
an elided (or non-well-formed) sentence ormay use pronominal
Systemorganization is a catch-all termthat describes the
reference to a previous subject. Forexample,considerthe
sequence of questions,“HOWmuchdoesTom
weigh?How
art of transforming ideas into working programs. Given that
about John? What is his height?” It is obvious that in the many of the problems of connected speech recognition and
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understanding are not well defined, the issue of system organization assumes addedimportance.
We know that all the
available sources of knowledge must communicateand cooperate in the presence of error and uncertainty. We do not
know how to do it effectively or efficiently. The system must
work smoothly with highdata-rate real-time input and provide
facilities for speaker- and taskdependent knowledge acquisition. The tutorial-review paper by Reddy and Erman [ 1221
and the papers by Newell [ 1071 , Baker [ 9 ] , Barnett [ 141,
Erman [35], Fennell [43], Jelinek et al. [71], Jelinek [72],
and Lesser (851 provide more detailed discussions of system
organization issues. In this section, we will briefly review the
problems of system organization.
Many of the principal issues of system organization were
raised and discussed in Section I1 while studying the structure
of various types of speech recognition systems and examining
what makes such systems difficult to realize. In particular, we
have seen how various systems were organized to permit several diverse sources of knowledge to communicateand cooperate, how search strategies were devised to d e d with error
and ambiguity, and how knowledge is represented and used.
In this section, wewilldiscuss some of the related issues of
system organization which were not covered earlier.
A. Control Strategies in the Presence of Ambiguity and Error
There are several sources of error and ambiguity in speech
recognition. In spontaneous (nonmaximally differentiated)
connected speech many expected features
(and phones) may
bemissing.
Variability due to noise and speaker leads to
errors. Incomplete and/orinaccurate KS’s at each level introducemore errors. In simple hierarchical systems, these
errorspropagate
through various levels, compounding the
error rate. Thus every system organization must cater to the
inevitability of errors and handle them in
a graceful manner.
Given the errorful nature of speech processing, one has to
consider several alternative hypotheses (orinterpretations)
since the hypothesis with the highest rating may not be the
correct one. In Fig. 12, wesee how the problem of error is
transformed into a problem of uncertaintyby considering
severalplausible alternative hypotheses. At thatpointthe
problem becomes one of search through this multilevel network to discover the best path that is consistent with all the
KS’s. There are several search techniques developed inthe
field of artificial intelligence that become potentially useful.
We will consider two of these techniques that have been used
in speech recognition.
The commonly used strategy is best-first search. This technique is used in Hearsay-I, Lincoln, and in a modified form in
the IBM system (see Section 11-B andSection V of Jelinek
[ 721 ). This technique is best explained by an example [ 1221.
In Fig. 29, we see a tree of possible alternatives that had arisen
in the analysis of the utterance “Are your hea-daches severe?’.’
We findthatthere
are nine alternatives forthe f i t word:
“have,” “are,” “where,” and six others. The ratings indicating
thelikelihood, which can be derived either mathematically
[71] or heuristically [ 5 5 I , are given under each word. Given
that the word “have” has the highest rating (470), we begin to
explore that path. “Have” is followed by a single alternative
“you.” The combined rating for the sequence “have you” is
given under “you.” The rating of 455 makes the sequence
“have you” better than the other alternative paths. Proceeding along this path, we have three alternative words that can
follow “have you.” The sequence “have you had” receives the
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Fig. 29. Example of best-fiit search. (From Reddy and Erman [ 1221 .)

highest rating of 447 but is no longer the highest rated path.
Search is suspended along this path and we begin exploring the
alternatives that can follow “are.” Of the three alternatives,
the path “are your” has the highest rating of 453. Proceeding
along this path, we get a rating of 445 for the sequence “are
your headaches.” Since this is lower than 447, we now suspend this search and resume search along the path “have you
had.” The highest rated sequence “have you had mumps” is
lower than 445, so we resume the path of “are your headaches” again. Now we f i d that “are your headaches severe”
has the highest rating of 462 and, being the end of a sentence,
cannot proceed any further. We accept this as the most probable sentence and return it as the answer to the search.
Another technique that has been used in speech recognition
is to search all possiblepaths in parallel but constrain the
search only through those sequences which are valid paths in a
specific network [71, [&?I. This network is constructed to be
an integrated representation of all the available KS’s. Exponentialgrowth is constrained through the useof a Markov
assumption which limits the relevant context and collapses
many alternative sequences to a single state. With this technique, search time is linear in the number of states in the network and in the length of the utterance.
There are several other search techniques, such as prosodicallyguided search [ t i l l , anchorpoints,focusofattention
[861 , a few alternative paths in parallel [9Ql, and so on. The
relative advantages and disadvantages of these techniques are
not clearly understood.

B. Real-Time Input
Unlike most other forms of computer input, speech is critically datu directed. That is, initiation and termination of the
input depend on the incoming data rather than on program
control.Thus
a system must be prepared to continuously
monitor the speech input device (analog-todigital converter,
filter bank, or what
have you) to determine if the signal is
speech or noise.
The high dota rares associated with speech input (100 to
300 kbitls) imply that a system cannot afford to have resident
in primary memory more than a few seconds of speech data
(usually no more than a single utterance). Thus the data must
be immediately processed, placed in secondary storage, or
played back. Keeping twohighdata-rate devicesserviced is
not a major problem if the system is dedicated. However,
if the system has a general-purpose operating system, special
care must be taken to see that the device service overhead is
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low in order to avoid loss of data.This often becomes difficult to achieve with two active devices because of the costs
associated with process synchronization,buffer service routines,and signal detection [ 3 5 ] . Systemprimitives available
within the system for performing these operations tend t o be
too slow and need t o be reprogrammed.
C. Knowledge Acquisition

Every speech recognition system uses thresholds, templates,
probabilities, and so on, based on measurements obtained on
trainingdata.In
the caseofword
recognitionsystems, the
problem is solved neatly since referencepatternscapture
noise, microphone, speaker, and phonological variability in a
single step.In CSR systems, however, one has to dealwith
most of these sourcesof variability individually.
The f i t question that arises is what parameters will be seen
whenasound
is spoken.Thisdepends
not only onthe
parametricrepresentation used but also on the speaker, the
microphone used, and the noise in the environment. Systems
using forinant. repr~entatiek’ attemptto.. normalize speaker
dependendies by eshiating the shifts in formant trajectories,
the length of the vocal tract of the speaker, etc. Systems that
use prototypetemplate matchingrequirespectraltemplates
(or some other parametric representation) for each sound
to
be recognized for each speaker. These in turn require a set of
carefully manually segmented and labeled sentences for each
speaker. Machine-aided segmentationand labelinghas been
attempted [ 61, but this requires a reasonable set of starting
templates (the chicken and the
egg problem).
The second question that arises is what phonemes are observed whena word (or asequence of words) is spoken.
Phonological rules predict some phenomena but they do not
predict (at least not as yet) that a stop in some context canbe
threequarters voiced and onequarter unvoiced. Some systemsattempt
to accumulatesuchacoustic-phonetic
phenomenafrom real data. Again, one needs manuallylabeled
data or machine-labeled data for training of the system. Baker
and Bahl [ 101 presentthe results of aninterestingtraining
method for automatically learning transition probabilities describedin [71] and [72].
Many of the heuristic techniques used by various systehs
requiresubstantialamounts
of labeled data.Thisin
turn
necessitates the designofseveral
interactive programs with
graphical outputfor collectionand validationof rules. Labeled data are also essential for systematic performance analysis of segmentation, labeling, syllable detection, word hypothesis, and word verification procedures.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have attempted t o review the recentdevelopmentsin
speechrecognition.
The focus hasbeen to reviewresearch
progress, to indicate the areas of difficulty, why they are diff m l t , and how they are beingsolved. Thepaper is not intended as a survey of all known results in speech recognition
andrepresentsonly
onepoint ofviewof
important issues,
problems, and solutions.
The past few years have seen
several conceptual and scientific advances in the field. We have already discussed many of
these aspects earlier in the text. We will summarize them here.
1) For the f i i t time we have available extensive analysis of
connected speech. We knowconnectedspeech recognition is not impossible.
2) Therole anduseofknowledge
are betterunderstood.

Almost all systems use knowledge to generate,hypotheses
and/or verify them.
Error and ambiguity can be handledwithintheframework of search.
Stochasticrepresentations
and dynamic programming
provide a simple and effective solution to the matching
problem.
Network representation of knowledge is a compact and
computationally efficient way of generating and verifying
hypotheses.
Forthe firsttime wehave
sometechniques forthe
codification and use of phonological rules in speech recognition systems.
For the first time we have effective tools for the study of
prosodics and the application of prosodic information t o
speech recognition.
There has been comparatively significant progress in the
past five years inthe areas of parameterextraction,
formant tracking, featuredetection,segmentation,and
labeling.
Linearpredictivecoding
and Itakura’s distancemetric
represent effective digital techniquesfor analysis and
matching at the signal level.
spite of the significant progress, there are still several
unsolved problem areas: signal processingassociated
with
noise, telephone and speaker normalization, real-time live input providing graceful interaction with the user, careful and
systematic performance analysis of the existing systems, and
labeled data bases. In addition, continued progress is necesbary in almost all the knowledge domains t o establish optimal
representation and use of different sourcesof knowledge.
We have indicated that it may be possible to build a $1000
isolated word recognition system, a $20 000 connected speech
so on. All of
system, an unlimitedvocabularysystem,and
these seem feasible and can probably berealized within the
next 10 years if the present momentum in speech recognition
research can ‘be continued. However, they maynever be
realized without significant and directed research effort. We
are still f a r from being able to handle relatively unrestricted
dialogs from a large population of speakersinuncontrolled
environments. Many moreyears ofintensiveresearchseems
necessary to achieve such a goal.
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